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Elliott Reveals Building ,Plans.-,,by John Lambert,
Sue Bastress

#

Referring to 'the university's plan last time being in August, and
Last Sunday, Jan. 20, at the as the "idealistic solution," Pres. ,that the meetings and report were
faculty retreat in Frederick, MD, ,Elliott listed the three chief com- only preliininary to a full disUniversity
President,
Elliottponenis
of the renovation without cussion. Regardless, the Univerrevealed to the faculty exactly giving priority to any of them.' sity has now assessed the NLC's
what the University has mmlnd First would be the extension of future needs, decided to stick with
for the long-promised law school the Jacob 'Burns Library to, the Stockton, and commenced an
"building . expansion
plans."
south as far as the "Old initial program on the basis of a
Reporting that acompletely"newPresident's"
House with some rough draft never discussed
facility at approximately ,$25 ...additions to the present library before the entire faculty.
million was too costly and out-of
facility. The figure for the "new"
Unless the planning process is
the question, Pres. Elliott told the library would be roughly $3-5 significantly modified to include
faculty that the NLC could expect million. The second area of work full faculty input, the new facility
to receive approximately
$10 would occur in Stockton and will be designed on the basis of
million to renovate the present
would consist of some modest priorities as thefive faculty comstructures
on 20th
street'. 'additions
and
extensive
mittee members (if that many)
renovation. Finally, Bacon Hall understood them to be. First

'
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5lud ents to' 'Pay Energy Surcharg'e

_ ' "

".

\

by Jobn Lambert
The Board of Trustees at their
Jan. 17th meeting voted to allow
the University to charge each GW
student an "energy surcharge"
price which would help to meet
the unexpected cost increases
.resulting from OPEC oil price
hikes. The' surcharge, is expected
to go ineffect July I, 1980 and
could be anywhere from $25-50
for full-time students each academic 'semester. -' Part-time
. students would be charged on an
hourly basis. According to Mr.
William Johnson, Vice-President
of Planning and Budgeting , this is
the first time' the University has
made ,a price increase without
being able to comply with the
University
policy of giving
students an 18 month notice
period.
Officially,
the Board
of
Trustees adopted the energy surcharge as' a concept that might be
implemented.
The Adrninistration would then fill .in all
details, and make another proposal for approval by the May
15th meeting of the Board of
Trustees. Mr. Johnson hopes to
be able to move the second report
to the Board up to the March'
meeting so that students will have
as much advance notice as possible.
The concept was authorized in
conjunction with the Board's approval of the University-Budget
(excluding the Medical Center)
for the academic year 1980-81.
The budget, ,as proposed, con-

'

" ",'

tained a deficit of approximately
$600,000 and it was the energy
surcharge idea that allowed the
Board to accept the deficit. With
roughly 10,000 full time students
here at GWU, the expected cost
would be $30 per semester. However any figure finally used would
have to" account for the lack, of
stability in world oil prices and
would probably behigher.
In discussing possible sources
for the energy surcharge other
than the students, Mr. Johnson
was uncertain as to whether dorm
residents would pay an additional
fee or if hospital patients would
have an energy surcharge attached to their hospital bill.
Several of the University
student leaders were critical of the
move. Citing the surprise element, they objected to the failure
of the University finance people
to consult with students on the
proposal.
The leaders . abo
pointed out the surcharge could
discourage conservation efforts as
the University would be able to
pass any additional costs on to the
student body. They were also
doubtful as to whether present
conservation efforts were adequate and if the entire idea could
have been mooted if a more
concerted effort had been made in
the past.
At the same meeting, the
Trustees authorized the University to increase the NLC tuition by
$600, starting with Fall 19S2. A

,

priority needs according to the
report are public space, lounges,
classrooms, and additional facul-:
ty offices. Under the second
priority heading are the following
facilities:
a
Moot
Court
Room/Auditorium,
a Library
Reading
Room,
Increased
Clinical Facilities, and office
space for Student Activities. The ,
third priority' items are office
space and developing a research
library.'
.,'
Also' of concern to the faculty
members this weekend was the
fact' that the faculty was going to
have such a limited role, basically
none; in determining what would
be the best design to accomplish
-the rieeds which have been determined.
The University
has
declined to furnish the faculty
with an 'architect consultant who
might ,"provide
them
with
examples of systems at other law
schools and help to develop their
needs. "In effect this leaves the
future shape of the NLC entirely
in the hands of the development
group in Rice Hall.

Faculty Retreats for Weekend
by Sue Bastress

The
numerous
surveys,
meetings, and SBA self-study
committee meetings finally paid
off last weekend at the faculty
retreat held in Frederick, Md;
Professor Zenoffshould becommended for her extensive efforts
in not only drafting the comprehensive report, but -in conducting the open' and highly
successful two-day retreat. The
; agenda provided for a full day of
topical workshops in which shortand long-term goals were idenfaculty also 'voted to extend an
tified, existing problems were disoffer of a "tenure track" position
cussed, anti' concrete recom(where a professor comes up for
mendations" developed. Worktenure review and a final decision
shop leaders then brought these
is required as to whether he would'
recommendations
to the final
become a full professor) to Prof.
.plenary session Sunday morning,
Elizabeth White now a visiting
prior to the final two-hour factprofessor at Georgetown. Prof.
finding session with University
White, citing personal reasons, -President
Elliot regarding the
declined the offer and on Janury
status of plans for upgrading the
(continued On page seven)
Law School's physical facilities.

Dienes Tenured,
Kempler Recommended
by Jobn Lambert
Bob Gallop
On DecernberBth, the faculty
voted unanimously
to" offer
visiting Professor Tom Dienes,
originally of American University
a tenured positon here, at the
National Law Center.
, Prof. Dienes has accepted the
offer and is now a fully tenured
professor here at theNLC. At the
same special faculty meeting, the

would be either replaced or fully
renovated at a cost of $4-5
million. Pres. Elliott justified the
raise of 100 over the scheduled University's intentions to work
with the present site and facilities$500 jumps. These measures
mean in effect that tuition here at by pointing out that the present
the NLC next year could 'be " operating and management costs
'::$4800, ($4600 for tuition, $100 (O&M) are $3-5 (a variation of
660J0) per square foot. Such high
for Marvin Center fees, andposcosts mean that a completely new
siblySIOOforenergycosts),
$5300,for-19&1,
and $5900 in facility would be prohibitive.: ,
According
t()", Elliott, _ . two
1982.;,
'
Two" measures which' were' ex- decision have been-made, Based
pected to increase-student: input' on the Faculty Space Needs Comwith Trustee endeavors were mittee report,the future needs of
acted upon 'at the Jan. 17th', the NLC have been assessed and it
meeting. The Board voted .un- has been decided that these needs
"animously not to seat a non- can be met- here at the present
voting student on the finance location. With these two points
architect
committee. No official rationale decided, thein-house
was
able
to
draw
up
plans
and
_was offered but reports indicated
' that the position was perceived as develop the general program with
one involving a. conflict of inter- the three components reported
ests. the second measure would above.
Several members of the faculty
have placed two recent OW
graduates on the Board who were somewhat surprised and diswould have full voting rights. The mayed at how the University had
Profs. Nash 'and
Trustees decaded to defer any progressed.
Stevenson
pointed
out that the
final vote on this issue until their
committee had only met twice, the
March meeting.
"

The retreat was successful for a
number ofreasons. Of course,the
primary objective of producing a
candid appraisal 'of our Law
SChool' for use by the ABA Accreditation Committee will be accomplished after incorporation of
the many comments offered, both
by the retreat participants and the

non-attending students and facul- "
written comments. But more importantly, this
opportunity for self-appraisal has
come at a time when we can look
to the, future of our school with
the purpose of grappling with the

.ty who submitted

(continued on page ten)

S8A Elections
Elections for the 1980 Student Bar Association's officers and class
representatives will be held on February 13, 1980. Candidates may
petition to run by signing up in the SBA office, Bacon 301. Sign-up
will occur during the week of January 28, but no candidates will be
accepted after 5 PM on February I.
Allcandidates are encouraged to submit their platform to the
Advocate for publication prior to the elections. The deadline for
submission is February 1. Presidential and vice-presidential candidates may also submit photos.
Persons considering running should feel free to speak to any
member of the present SBA about their responsibilities and the goals
and functions of the SBA. Questions about the election should be
addressed to Dana Arnold.

Page two
..

Slow Down
. The NLC and particularly the GWU Administration are cruising
full speed towards extensive modifications of·the NLC without any
significant understanding of what the needs of the NLC are and
without any desire to learn them. Based on a hastily authored report. completely lacking in detail, with the notable exception of the
needs of the Clinical Studies Program. the University has gone
forth. started planning and informed the NLC of the shape of its
future. The future appears to be one of continued mediocrity and is
dreary indeed.
,. .
Mediocrity begins with being told that a completely new facility IS
out of the question. Our "greener pasture" and crosstown ri-;
val. Georgetown is- presently toying with the id~a of a ne~ll
facility and is talking with the city abouta lot adjacent to their
present facility. in hopes of doubling their present floor space.
George Washington is pulling .out a band-aid. to help the NLC and
expects this to be adequate to move the NLC towards the degree of
"excellence we all desire. Unfortunately. both the NLC faculty and
the Administration seem resigned to using our present little plot as
there is absolutely no resistance to this limitation by the University;
In fact the Space Needs Report assumed we would stay here before,
the University officially imposed the limit. No point in hoping fo:_
the best.
. h if .h
Even with this limitation things might 'have been all ng t I. t e
20th street lots were approached imaginatively. with; the architect
not being in any way confined by the existing structures; Instead. the
University, as evidenced in its three component plan ', presented.t0
the faculty. sees three lots which will be developed ~Ith only minimal overall design considerations, like hallways going compl~tely
through on each floor.Actually there is a good reason for this as
when the $10 million runs out after the library and Stockton have
been done the university will still have a structure with a fairly
watertight roof and operable walls and stairs leaving no i~p~rative
need for renovating Bacon. Keeping plans for the three build ings as
separate as possible will be a good way to prevent cost overruns:
The dreariness of the future is further compounded by the list of
priorities which the Space Needs Committee drew up. Faculty of.
fices as a first priority? No doubt with wet bars as well.
Help for the physical plant is desperately needed but should not
be rushed. Hurrying the process can orily be disastrous. The University should stop all action on the plant and let the law school start
over. The facu\ty should then discuss in fuU what it. as a group.
understands as the needs of the law school and determine priorities.
The faculty should also retain an architect-consultant who is fam'War with other law school systems. This consultant will be able to
show the faculty what $10 million can buy and how other schools
have dealt with similar probletns. The faculty could then in an informed manner adopt a final plan with the University which would
most likely be responsive to the Law Center's needs.
The University prides itself on its realty dealings. and future planning. It may be that this pride is responsible for the University
removing the fate of our new facility from our hands. If it is, the
University should take a long look at the Jacob Burns Library and
then quietly put down its drafting pencil until the NLC is ready to go
forward.
•

••
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addition to teaching brings an
added richness ro-his c1ass~oom.
For a course such as taxation to
.:>
aid -the Faculty i~ making its be one of the first co~rse,s to, close
determination as to whom tenure- out every semester is md~catlve ~f.
track positions should be offered, positive student response to his
I offer the following: Professor. teaching.
David ...Kemper is unequalled
Tax is one of the conceptually
among professors at the National more difficult courses a student
Law Center in his teaching will undertake during his or her
ability.
Professor
Kempler
study of law. Professor Kemp~er
teaches tax. a subject n~t or- articulates taxation concepts With
dinarily known for its. in- great clarity. He also pro~otes
vigorating character. and brings independent thought and IS exsuch enthusiasm to his classroom tremely respectful in his attitude
that he cannot help but convey. toward students.
Finally, his·
this" enthusiasm to his students. exams
are
both : thought
Kempler's warm sense of humor provoking and fair;
•'
also enhances the. quality of his
To find the aforementioned
classes. The fact that Kempler qualities all in one person is
maintains an active practice in
To the Editor:

T~

To the-editor
On- January 17. the" Faculty
Appointment,
Tenure.
and
Promotion Committee met and
voted to recommend to the fullfaculty that David Kempler be
appointed
to a tenure-track
position on the faculty. within a
few weeks the faculty will meet to
vote
on
the
Committee's
recommendation.·
As students
interested in the future of the Law
Center. we strongly urge the
faculty to follow the Committee's
recommendation
and appoint
Professor Kempler to-the position '
he unquestionable deserves.
We feel very fortunate for
having been taught by Professor

Kempler. As third year students,
we believe Professor Kempler is
one of the finest teachers the Law
Center has to offer. It should be
emphasized
that
the strong
student support for Professor
Kempler is not based on the fact
that his courses demand little
work or that he is an easy grader •.
Both contentions are groundless.
Rather, this support results from
a sincere
appreciation
of
Professor Kempler's ability to
convey the subject matter. while
maintaining a unique.rapport
with the students.
.
. It would be a gross injustice for
a candidate'
with Professor

uncommon
to say the least
particularly
among
la~
professors. The National Law
Center would be making a grave
error to permit such a fine
. educator
to slip through its
fingers. If Professor Kempler
leaves
George
Washington
University, the real losers will be
the students.
And certainly
student sentiment should be one
of the primary factors taken into
consideration in determining who
will be hired to teach. Professor
Kempler is unquestionably the
best professor I have had in my
three years at the National Law
Center.
Shelley Goldfarb

Kempler's
outstanding
communicative ability to be denied a
post ion on the faculty. In the
estimation of most students the
de~ision
r~garding
this' apporntment IS one of the most
important decisions the faculty
has been asked to make in recent
years, It is our sincere hope that
the faculty will vote to appoint
Professor Kempler. and in so
doing, allow future students the
opportunity
to benefit from
Professor
Kempler's teaching
talents.
Jon Greenblatt
Mark Berthiaume

Libr~ryLosses
Heller Resigns

Bernard to Retire

Despite requests from Dean Barron to reconHugh Bernard. professor and head libra.rian ~f
sider..Associate Law Librarian. James S. Heller is the Jacob Burns Law Library announced hIS
leaving his position at the National Law Center
retirement to be effective June 30. 1981. Prof.
on February.zz, 1980, When Heller was hired in Bernard had originally intended to retire July 31,
September 1977. he was the first full-time add i- 1980 but agreed to Dean Barron's request to posttion the1he library staff in more than seven years.
pone his leaving for one more year. A Librarian
He graduated from the University of Michigan in - Search Committee is expected to be formed to
}971 and the University of San Diego Law School
find a replacement for Prof. Bernard.
m 1976
.
f
h U .
. ',.
Prof. Bernard received an A.B. rom t e m. During He~er s tenure at G.W.• many improveversity of Georgia. a degree in library science
ments
were
at the....law library He - from C 0Ium blla U'ruverst it y. an d his J .D , from
.
. IImplemented
I .
was particu ar y mstrumental m increasmg the G
W hi
'1961
He has been
capacity of irs reference services, This included
eOkr~e. ahs II~bgton I,n 1960' I 1966 he was
" creation of
. e td
.
wor 109 m tel
rary smce
. n
n
the establisha.u~~~e~fnma
c . loct~mentstsectllon ~nd promoted Assistant Professor while retaining his
l
Ircu a Ion sys em a owmg
'..
rb'
d h
b n a full
students. for the first time. to take books out of . POSIIon a~ a I raTlan an
as ee
the law libTllry. Heller was also influential in sub- Professor slDce 1970.
stantially increasing the audio-visual capability of
the law library. induding the hiring of a full-time
audiovisual librarian. Perhaps Heller's most
significant achievement was his contribution
towards. the installation and activation of the
LEXIS facility on the third floor of the law library. He developed ~he training program .for
stude?t uS,ers' an~ his capable and humorous
teachmg WIllbe mIssed. LEXIS has proved to 'be
a valuable research tool for many GW law
students.
. -.
Particularly significant· to The· Advocate was
. He!ler's column: In Between the Sheets (one of
whIch app~ared In this issue) which has appeared
regularly sl.(Jcethe fall of 1978. This column has
bee!1helpful to students and often amusing.
,Heller's departure will be a loss to all as~ociated '.'iith the National Law Cente ....but most
Importantly a loss to its students. who have often
relied. on his expertise in the course of their 'legal
education~ He tells ·us that he has enjoyed his 2
and 1/2 years at G.W. and has gained valuable
experience. We wish him the best of luck in the
future.

r--------------------,

John Lambert
Editor-in-Chief
Bill Lieth
Executive Editor

Students /Want ~empler

Dean Jerome Barron: Sue Bastress, Mark
Berthiaume.
Kay Bushman~ Carlos Del
Valle. Jon Greenblatt

The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of the
Advocate Editorial Board, the National Law Center, or George
Washington University.
Entire contents copyri2ht<91979 the Advocate.

Upperclass Moot
Court Finals

Topic:
."Oil Company 'Ownership
of ·Petroleum Pipelines"

Saturday,'Feb.

9 5:00 P.M.

Building "("

All encouraged to attend

SBA Ratifies Priority Ust
Passes Hell.r Resolution

Page three

by Carlos Dal Valle

list was unanimously ratified and
students, free of charge.
she was authorized to present it at
SBA ELECTIONS
At the last SBA meeting,
the faculty retreat.
The SBA will be holding elecJanuary 17th, the SBA, among
FACULTY LIBRARY PRIVItions for all elective positions to
other things, ratified a student 'LEGES
the SBA on February 13, 1980.
priority list, passed a resolution
John Lambert, editor of THE
These include President, day and
regretting Jim Heller's resigna- ADVOCATE,
brought up the night Vice-Presidents, and repretion as assistant librarian," ap- problem associated with faculty
sentatives. For more detailed
proved an all-school
party,
library priviliges. It was com- information regarding sign up,
mapped out the schedule for the mented that the privilege is some- campaigning and related rules see
forthcoming SBA elections, and
times abused and as a result there Dana Arnold's article on SBA
heard an update report on the is a decrease in the availability of elections in this issue.
Honor Code Committee.
books for students which leads to
HONOR CODE REPORT
STUDENT PRIORTY LIST
conflict between students and
Steven Blair, one of the
The SBA discussed the failure
faculty needs. Lambert referred
members of the Honor Code
of Dean Barron to be receptive of to various incidents in the past Committee, reported that the
student needs and to be supportiand requested the SBA to look committee is presently working
ve of student projects. It noted
into the matter, a request that was on a draft of the Honor Code.
that the Dean has exhibited a accepted by the SBA.
Although the University has a
tendency to avoid obtaining
JIM HELLER'S RESIGNAhonor code system, it is provides
student input before decisions are TION
.for general guidelines that can be
made. The members commented,
The SBA also discussed the up- . suppli.mentedby a code distinctively
for example, on the removal of coming resignation of Jim Heller,
applicable to the law school. In
the bulletin boards and black- Associate Librarian. A number of .the fall the committee wrote to ]7
boards from the Stockton lobby,
representatives praised his contri- law schools requesting copies of
the apparent refusal to reinstate
butions to the law school and his their
Honor
Code.
Upon
the three week Christmas vaca- unselfish dedication to solving examination
of these Honor
tion, the lack of student input into
student research difficulties. His Codes they noted that most have
tenure and hiring decisions and loss is deeply regretted. A resolu- ' mechanism dealing with inthe need for more student organtion, therefore, praisirig Jim fractions. Blair stated that the
ization space.
Heller for his achievements and Honor
Code Committee
is
Susan Bastress noted that the contributions was unanimously
patterning their draft after the
forthcoming weekend (Jan. ]9- passed by the student body.
University
of Pennsylvania
21), the faculty would be having a
ALL SCHOOL PARTY
Honor Code, The latter has a
retreat to evaluate the final draft
The SBA approved an all student board of seven members
of The
Self-Study
Report
school party to be held after the which reviews the grievance and
prepared for the ABA inspection
showing of LAW REVUE, on ',makes a finding. The finding is
and that she would be the sole Sunday, February 10. The party reviewed by a faculty board on a
student representative. She, there- will take place at the Marvin
"clearly erroneous"
standard.
fore, 'submitted for discussion
Center Ballroom, from 10 PM - 1 Finally, the Dean reviews the
and ratification a list of student. AM. WRGW will provide a dsic findings of both. The SBA wilt go
priorties which encapsulated the jockey and food, refreshments
into an in depth review of the propresent student needs and con- and beer will be available. The posed draft on its next meeting on
cerns. After some discussion, the activity is open to all law schooi January 31.
_ ..........-...;--...;.,-~~~-:~~~~;....-:....------.....--....;.----------~
••

A BAI LSD to Try
..
Program
Sf Udent Ad vIsing.'
,

Stu den t
p.rfortties
..

The first thing I want to do in this issue is to thank the whole,
student body, the faculty, and the staff for bearing so cheerfully the
inconvenience, connected with the renovation of the first floor of
Stockton Hall. I hope everybody likes the final result.
Another new development that will affect the Law Center is the
recent appointment of Professor Tom Dienes to the regular full-time
faculty' as a tenured Professor of Law. Tom Dienes comes to us
most recently from Cornell and before that from the American University Law School where he has been on the faculty for many years.
He is a fine teacher and scholar and ought to bring new strengths to
our course offerings in Torts and Constitutional Law. Among his
many virtues is his real delight in working with faculty and students.'
He even manages to work with me as those of you who are using our
Constitutional Law casebook might have noticed.
The Law Center faculty also recommended making, an offer of
appointment to Patricia White, a visiting professor at Georgetown.'
However, she declined our offer. A number of positions remain to
be filled and the Appointments Committee (consisting of Professor
Teresa Schwartz, Chairman, and Professors Chandler, Stevenson,
Robinson and Rothschild) is working very hard to fill them. They
have been bringing a number of faculty candidates to the school for
consideration. A new procedure has been followed this year'
whereby faculty candidates make a presentation in their field to the.
-faculty and to the student representatives on the Appointments,
Committee, Ann Ashton, Janine Gedmin, and Randy Selig. The
result of this procedure has been to providesome general ideas to
faculty and students of the intellectual range and teaching ability. of
the various candidates who come to the school. On the whole, I ,
think that most of the people who have participated in these sessions
have found them helpful and believe them to be an advance over a
more unstructured kind of interviewing technique.
'
Another new development is that the Patent Law program
received a new recognition and new support with the announcement
this past fall by the law firm of Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow,
Garrett & Dunner of the Marcus B. Finnegan Memorial Graduate
Fellowship in Intellectual Property. This Fellowship has a target
goal of $100,000 and $25,000 has already been given by the law firm
of Finnegan, Henderson, Farabow, Garrett & Dunner to honor the
memory of the late Marc B. Finnegan who was at once a distinguished law school faculty member, a loyal GWU law alumnus,
and one of the leaders of the patent bar.
This week-end the faculty goes into a retreat (you didn't know we
were such a monastic bunch, 'did you?) to Frederick, Maryland
where a Self-Study of approximately, 300 pages (put together by
Elyce Zenoff and her committee Associate Dean Potts, Professor
Caplan, Professor Rothschild and Professor Weston plus Sue
Bastress, President of the Student Bar Association, who consulted
with the committee) will be considered by the faculty as a whole. Sue
will be present to represent the students' point of view. Incidentally,
some copies of the Self-Study are on reserve in the library. If you
have any comments about the conclusions made about the law
school in the Self-Study document that you would like to communicate to Sue, please do so and she will in turn refer themto the SelfStudy Committee.
, Finally, the new First-Year Directory is out at last. If you have
not received a copy, please get in touch with Colonel Dougherty at
the Alumni Office. The Directory provides the names and addresses
and backgrounds of the whole First Year class and also provides
useful information about the faculty and staff.
'

by David Brandolph
The spring 1980 semester marks
like to participate contact Marilyn
the beginning of three ABA/LSD
Park at 338-4760 or David Bran-, A. SPACE NEEDS AND
programs that will hopefully
dolph at 521-6320. All law
PHYSICAL 1Mbecome a tradition at The Nastudents are eligible for this
PROVEMENTS
tional Law Center. The Volunteer
program which will aid elderly
1. Student/Faculty Lounge
Income Tax Assistance Program,
clients prepare their income tax
a. For seminars, reading
Client Counseling Competition,
returns.
space, and to enhance
and The Law Student Advising
The Client Counseling Compe- .
student/faculty
relaprogram are expected to appeal to
tition will begin with an introtions.
a wide variety of student interests.
ductory -meeting on Thursday
b. Bacon Lounge is inadeWith ABA/LSD membership
January 24, at 4 PM in Bacon
quate to meet this need.
at the law school now exceeding
lounge. The competition will
c. Existing
basement
460 members, George Washingjudge the ability to advise a client
lounge should remain
ton boast the tenth highest
in an office situation. It is not exfor food, coffee, games
membership in the nation and is
pected that participants will need
and active uses.
the leading
school in the
to spend a great deal of outside
2. Additional Student
Washington, D.C. Circuit. Both
time to prepare for the compeOrganization Space
tive means of communithe law center and and the circuit
tition. All law students are eligia. The
three
student
cation.
as a whole has taken a leading
ble.
organization offices in
2. Improve Student Input to
position in ABA/LSD policy and
A third program, The Law
Bacon Hall are inadeLaw School Governance,
programs. The Fall Roundtable
Student Advising Program is now
quate in meeting the
a. Regular informal feedheld in October, despite a low
in the planning stage. Here, interneeds of ten student
back sessions with Dean
turnout, was remarkably successested students will be matched
organizations,
three
Barron,
the SBA, and
ful and drew considerable praise
witlr'GW alumni practicing in the
fraternities, and mailorganization
heads,
from the ABA/LSD National
Washington
area who have
boxes.
should be initiated to
Office.
agreed to spend at least one hour
3. Additional Library Readprovide feedback to
In the past, the law school has
advising a law student as to
ing Space
administrative
decisions
been conspicuous by its absence
course selection, job opportu4. Carpeting 2nd Floor
affecting
student
confrom participation in ABA/LSD
nities, and the general programs
Library Reading Room
'cerns,
programs and competitions to
and rewards involved in the
a. Noise from normal
b. Faculty
Committees
remedy this situation through new
practice of their specialty. At this
traffic
constitutes' a
should
meet
regularly
programs are about to get undertime student interest will detersignificant
distraction
,and provide 'advance
way. The Volunteer Income Tax
mine if this program is to be a
to studying.
notice of meeting dates
Assistance Program held its introreality. A sign up sheet will be
and agendas.
ductory
session on Tuesday
posted on the second floor lan- B. COMMUNICATIONS AND
STUDENT LIFE
January 22. This will be followed
ding of Stocton from January
C. ACADEMIC, CURRICU1. Enhance Student Comby an intensive training ses~ion
23rd until January 30th. All those
LUM AND SCHEDULING
munications
conducted
by representatives
interested must sign up: Although
1. Reinstatement of 3 week
from the Internal Revenue Service
all
students
are
eligible,
a. The loss of blackboards
Christmas break, with one
from 9AM to 5PM on Saturday
ABA/LSD members will be given
and bulletin boards
week extension in spring
January 26 in room 203 Stockton.
. preference. Those wishing to join
must
be remedied
semester.
If you have missed the introABA/LSD may pick up an apthrough
implementa2. Adoption of an Honor
tion
of
suitable
alternaductory session but would still
plication in the SBA office.
Code

Jerome A. B~~~~

a. To establish formalized
proceduresfor the arbi. tration of student grievance.
3. Establish an Academic
Advising Program
a. Students expressed an
overwhelming
desire
for assigned advisor'S in
the Student Questionnaire.
4. Employment
of Career
Counselor in Placement
Office
5. Elimination of Grade Disparity Between First Year
Sections
6. Improve Pre-Registration
Procedures for Spring
Semester
7. Explore Means of Incorporating
Flexibility
in
Course and Final Exam
Schedules
8. Conduct
Comprehensive,
Review of Curriculum
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Tlte NLC: An .Agenda for tlte 80's
by Carlos Del Valle
As Vice-President of the SBA I
feel an obligation
to share with
my fellow
colleagues
certain
observations
regarding
Dean
. Barron's administration
and the
NLC's agenda for the decade of
the 80's. The observations I make
herein are based on my personal
experience
as VP and student
representative
to the Faculty
Committee,
on
conversations
with several faculty members, and
on analysis of the 1980 Self Study
Report prepared -by the Faculty
Self Study Committee
for the
ABA! AALS inspection scheduled
for next February.
Although
a(
. number of observations expressed
here are critical of certain administrative
practices,
they are
made public in the hope of attaining a proper interrelationship
between the administration,
the
faculty and the students.
Several
factors
make
this
period an auspicious
time for
presenting
constructive
criticism
to the administration.
The NLC is
on the threshhold
of a major
transformation.
The appointment
of Dean Barron has raised more
expectations
as to our possible
academic
excellence
than were
envisioned
under
the' I8-year
tenure of Dean Kramer. Equally
significant
is the decision taken
last May by President
Elliott
authorizing the appointment
of a
Space
Needs
Committee
to
examine and recommend various
alternatives to the solution of our
acute physical plant problems. It
was reported
during
the last
Faculty Meeting that six to 'ten
million dollars have been earmarked for this purpose. Additionally,
the 1980 Self Study
Report has made it clear that it is
devoted, not only to examining
our past and present operations,
but also those future measures
which would facilitate the attainment of the NLC's long term
goal. The general goal is expressed as: "Our desire to ad-.
vance from being a very good to
an outstanding
law school in the
next decade ... "
The attainment
of this goal
must be achieved without forgetting two essential considerations.
We must remember,
first of all,
that the law school belongs to all
of us: administration,
faculty and
students.
It is important,
therefore, that the three main constituents of the NLC become substantially
in accord
with. the
objectives and means which will
guide our evolution.
Secondly,
and as a corollary of the above, it

iences, however, have made him
appear callous to both student
and. faculty concerns.. lowering
the initial expectations attributed
to him, The complaints expressed
about
his administration
are
leveled
against
that
old ad. ministrative
habit:
unilateral
decision-making
without
adequate consultation
from faculty
and students.
For example, a decision was
made by Dean Barron last August
not to hire- a professor to teach'a
section of the first year Constitutional Law and courses taught in
the spring. As a result we now
have two .first year sections
crammed into one. This affects
both the quality of the education
received by the students and the.
workload
of the teaching professor. The representatives
of the
students affected were justifiably
angry because they were not notified of the decision until December. They believed that the nondisclosure of the decision was calculated to effectively stymie their
objections
and
resented
the
patronizing attitude exhibited by
the administration
when
approached by the section representatives.
They claimed,
and I
agree, that had the decision and
the basis for it been openly and
responsibly
communicated
to
them earlier, the resulting resentment would not have ensued.
More
recently,
in order to
evaluate
the 1980 Self Study
Report,
the
administration
organized
a faculty retreat for
early January.
Initially, no student representatives
were invited
to the evaluation
summit. The
initial decision reflects the natural
inclination of tire administration
to overlook
student input into
administrative decision and policy
making. It was not until Susan
Bastress,
the SBA President,
persistently
insisted in the need
and propriety -of student input
that she was "invited" to attend.
Likewise,
the just
finished
cosmetic renovation
engaged in
by the administration
in order to
make the Stockton
lobby -look
more attractive
resulted in the
removal of the majority of student organization
bulletin and
black boards. What we gained in
beauty, we lost in services. This,
despite
the fact that Stephen
Friedman, student .representative:
to the Faculty Committee,
and
Susan
Bastress
continuously
argued
before
and after
the
remodeling that- the bulletin and
blackboards were needed in order
to preserve the already limited

iscruci~iliatstudffi~andfurulry
have significant
input into the
major decisions that will affect
our future. It is lamentable
to
note that already there are indications that this may not be the

m~ns~oom~Jni~tioobctween
students. The Dean's response - to
relocate the bulletin boards outside the SBA office (3rd floor
Bacon) is obviously absurd.
The insensitivity
of the ad-

case.
I proceed to isolate the three
areas I consider will be the focus
of debate in the near future.

ministration
towards
student
needs and concerns is hard to
understand.
Students pay $4,200
a year to study here. We come

Governance

here to study, to work, and to
partake, as much as is possible, of
the life of the law school. Our
relationship to the NLC is not one

The honeymoon
with Dean
Barron is over. The Self Study
Report notes that when Jerome
Barron was appointed
Dean of
the law school the faculty (and
students alike) believed that his
experiences as a member of the
faculty would have earned him
the rapport and respect necessary
to enable him to have a successful
administration.
Recent
exper-

of adversaries,
but of partners.
There is no reason
why administrative
decisions
which
possibly inconvenience
students
should not require
with those affected.

consultation

their quality.
Faculty
meetings
should not be merely a convenient
occasion for m~king _administrative announcements
but should
function as a forum for discussing
substantive issues,"

Space Needs
As disturbing
as the administration's
apparent
callousness towards student concerns is
the impression
that unilateral
decision making and tardy disclosure of pertinent information
is also, at times, characteristic
of
the administration's
relationship
with the faculty. During the last
Faculty Committee meeting, for
example, the Chairman
of the
Space Needs Committee,
Professor Rothschild,submitted
a
report
which stated a list of
priorities and decisions made to
date. The report stated that the
University considered the possibility of satisfying the space needs
of the law school by building a
totally new plant- at a different
location, but it concluded that the
cost (between $22 and $30 million) was prohibitive.
It, therefore,
concluded
that
it was
preferable
to convert and substantially
. expand
the current
facilities.
Six to ten million
dollars have been earmarked for
this purpose.
It was surprising to learn that
Professor Nash, a member of the
Space Needs Committee, was not
informed of any of the deliberations, proceedings or decisions of
the
Committee;
apparently,
neither was any other member of
the Committee. Professor Nash's
concern about faculty exclusion
was shared
by other
faculty
members,
n otably
Professor
Cibinic, who strongly argued in
favor of the need for faculty input
as, the plans and decisions are
beginning
to
take
shape.
Although the Dean seemed receptive to future faculty input, I
cannot
sincerelydetermine
whether the original omission of
faculty
input
was an honest
misunderstanding
or a calculated
one.
This year a number of important
decisions
regarding
the
future of the physical-plant of the
law school will be made. It is'
important
that
the
faculty,
through the Faculty Committee,
be .afforded
an opportunity
to
discuss and debate the various
alternatives.
Too often they are
presented with a fait accompli. It
is in this context that the observation expressed in the Self Study
Report must be understood: "The
frequency of faculty meetings is
considered appropriate
by almost
everyone. but we want to improve

Faculty Recruitment, Hiring and
Tenure
This year, due to a number of
retirements
and resignations,
we
have more tenure-track
openings
than usual: six. This affords the
law school an opportunity
to
improve even more the quality of
an . already
impressive
faculty
body. Given the importance
of
faculty recruitment,
hiring and
tenure decisions to our education
I wish to raise again two points
which
have
been
repeatedly
brought up by students,
to noavail.

what seems to be the desire of
many law schools to select faculty
members who have substantially
the same political and phi/ospphical views. When this policy is
faithfully pursued, it results in a
substantial majority of faculty
members'1Jeing of one mind. With
this substantial majority comes an
increasing unwillingness to hear
views which differ from the
majority consensus. Of course no
one is tarred and feathered.
Rather, the majority consensus
creates an ambiance which has a
. chilling effect on those not a part
of it. The unfortunate consequence of this ambiance is that
one who differs
will either
withdraw from active participation or have created for him the
undeserving reputation of being a
troublemaker or wacky. It seems
so clear to me that when either
occurs everybody loses.

Last year the student representatives to the Faculty Committee
on
Recruitment
Hiring,
and
Closing Remarks
Tenure
submitted
a dissenting
We enter the 80's with a new
report to the assembled
faculty
Dean, the prospect
of improvecriticizing
the absence of .proments
and
additions
to the
fessional and objective criteria in physical plant, the opportunity
of
the selection of faculty members.
adding six new faculty members,
The criticism
has been incorand the desire to become one of
porated
into
the
Self-Study
the best law schools in the nation.
Report: "At our September 1979 The students
cherish these exmeeting, _ the. Committee
was pectations as much as the faculty
asked to consider .developing new and the administration.
We, too, /
procedures in addition to its task are very proud of the law school
of recruiting
new faculty.
The and want to make it better. But
need to establish
criteria
for we must be given a chalice.
recruitment and hiring -of faculty
In its last meeting the SBA
still exists, however, and is clearly
unanimously ratified a list of stuon the top of our short-term
dent priorities .. These cover three
priority list. We hope this will areas:
a) Space
Needs
and
prove itself to be the case."
Physical
Improvements;
Secondly, I wish to address an b) Student Life and CommunicaCurriissue not. covered
by the Self tions; and, c) Academic,
and
Scheduling.
They
Study Report:
the dismal
af- culum
'cover the most fundarnental'needs
firmative action picture presented
by our faculty. The NLC ranks of the students. Because the stuseventh in the country among law dent's needs are the law school's
needs, the satisfaction
of student
schools as to professors'
salaries
($40,000
average
salary
with needs can only be in the best
$5,500 in benefits).
Given the interest of the law school.
availability of these high ~alaries
Lhave written these comments
it is difficult to explain why out of
with one fear in mind: that in
34 full tenured positions, only one
reaction the administration
might
position is filled by a black probecome
entrenched
in an adfessor and only two by women.
versarial relation towards student
Last
spring,
a black
full concerns. We do not want this. I
tenured professor
at the NLC,
think bean Barron is taking the
Professor
O'Neals
Smalls,
NLC in the right direction, and I
'resigned. I cite part of his farewell
trust his capacity to get us there.
statement
published
in THE
Hut
we want
to
help,
to
ADVOCATE
(October 3, 1979, cooperate,
to be partners
in
_ p. II).
I think
it accurately
making the National Law Center
describes the results of a homolive up to its name. This, too,
geneous faculty:
_
should be part of the agenda for
My second com~lent relates 10 the 89's.
.

r--------~--~~~~~~~~---------------SCHOOL OF LAW - SUMMER LAW
STUDY ABROAD--1980
UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA

nom,

'TOKYO and
JAPAN
Emphasis on U.S.- Japanese Trade. Courses in Japanese Legal System, Economic Entry to Japan. Regulat:on of US-Iapanese
Trade. Internships available with Japanese Law Firms and Corporate Law Depart-ments (In conjunction with Notre Dame Law School!
'OXfORD,

ENGLAND

Students live in 15th Century Oxford College and are taught by Oxford Professors in Oxford Tutorial
Method. Course offerings include lruisprudence. HC Law, Legal History, Cornputersand the Law, and
vanous Comparative Courses.
'STRASBOURG;FRANCE
Emphasis on Internat.ional Human Rights Public International Law taught by recognized experts from
around the world. Affiliated With International Institute of Human Rights. Courses in law of Treaties Na~i~~:~:,,~d

International

Control

of ~ulti-national

Corporations

I'nternsh,ip possibilities

follo;'ing

'HONG KONG
Commercial focus for China and Southeast Asia. Courses include Law of PRe Hnancing and Taxation of
International Transactions. Internship possibilities.
'NEW DELHI, INDIA Emphasis on law in Developing Countries. Academic Program at Indian law Institute at Supreme Court of India. Studies will cover Constitutionalism
in Economically Disadvantaged
Countries. Governmental Regulation of the E.conomy.
.

For further information, write:
Director. Summer Overseas Programs
School of Law

University of Santa Clara
Santa Clara. CA 95053
To reserve your place, please include S50.00 deposit.
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The Library Policy
by John Trieilio
est a b lis h men t . 0 f
the s e Reader Services Department .will a book which that professor has
Should all these methods fail to
There are few situations In a
requirements at all, according to prepare a memorandum "to- the
borrowed from the library. In- end the controversy, the library
law student's life more frustrating
the January 5th- memorandum borrow.er for the Librarian's.
deed, the legal profession itself. should have a set' of "enthan the' inability to locate or
from Law Librarian Hugh .Y, signature, notifying him/her that
encourages interaction between . forcement"
techniques at its
acquire resource materials while
Bernard, iuo
that- the library a reader requests the item, and
members of-ig community so that disposal. If after-considering both
conducting research or preparing
problems can be solve in a ra- sides of the-story the library finds
legal memoranda. Schedules may . "may recall an item in the rare asking if it is not further needed
case that another member of the by the teacher, that it be available "tional.
well-reasoned manner.
that the professor's need for the
have to be altered to acfaculty, a student working on a {or return to the library.Y-If
the There appears to be no good book outweights that Of the
cornmmodate
visits to other
libraries in the area, and this thesis or research paper, or a need. book is urgently needed "by the reason-for not extending-this af- student's,' perhaps the interto put an item on reserve for a student the Librarian may call the fability to the law school, the library loan procedure could be
often involves travel expenses,
employed
to
procure
the
inconveniences, and the loss of course or seminar, makes it professor's office, but "[i)n no training ground for tomorrow's
necessary
materials.
If- the
valuable time. Unfortunately, this' necessary that the title be returned event will any would-be user be __lawyers'.
referred to the faculty member,
student's demonstrated need for
is a situation that' most law
who holds the item in question, by ~ Students, for their part, should the book overrides that of the
students have learned to live with ~ The vast majority -of professors
if they want to thoroughly in- at the law school adhere to the any, member of the Law Library .be .allowed to polirely.Lask a professor's, however, perhaps the
.
.professor for a book when it is- library could impose short .tirne
vestigate their research assign- basic law library rules and f~llow staff."
these simple procedures, At least
;needed .after determining that limits on the teacher's borrowing
ments.
two incidents within the last year
Upon close inspection, it is }<a I tel' nat i v e sou I' c e s a I' e privileges which could be easily
or insufficient.
'manipulated depending upon the
Quite obviously there are a demonstrate, however, that rhe apparent that this policy direc- - .unavailable
library's policy, regardless of its tive, . while 'outlining official :Faculty members, in turn, should situation. Shold the professor
number of reasons why certain
straightforward' nature, is not guidelines for the library staff to _ i put aside egotistical arrogance .remain adamant in his or her
library materials are not in their
easy to enforce. The first incident
follow when this type of problem .and try te w.?rk out an equitable ,demands and the library is forced
designated places on the library
a professor
who arises in the future.Tdoes not lay iarrangement with the' student to buy a new volume, the cost
shelves. For one, a certain degree involved
out
effective -~enforcement
!wheret)y Doth parties can have' could' be shared with the teacher
of attrition due to obsolesence . vehemently objected when he
and misplacement is to be ex- entered- his office one day to find mechanisms and is extrem-ely access to the- materials. In ad- (if the material will be. used in '
library employees taking "indeferential to the faculty. The ! dition, if the teacher, desires 'classroom-related activities) or
pected.
Secondly,
overventory ".
This
professor's
new policy almost invites abuse, :privacy in his own home, he or deducted
from his or her
aggressive, .siekly, , competitive
.
protestations,
which
some
sources
since
a
professor
who
wishes
to
:she
should
make
irclear
to
those,
paycheck
(if
the faculty member's
law students, in search of better
of :in possession' of his phone action is totally unreasonable).
grades and ego gratification, have .dubbed "a tantrum", were ex- avoid the inconvenience'
number or address that he or she
In conclusion, the fact that this
been known to hide, steal, or pressed in no uncertain terms waiting for the book to be
should only be contacted in article
and the suggestions
obliterate books or sections in despite the fact that he failed to returned will simply claim that the
or. specific cir- contained herein have appeared at
hopes that fellow classmates will 'respond to two memoranda from - item is "further needed". Fur- 'emergencies
curnstances , Finally,
if the all reflects poorly on facultynot be able to locate or utilize the library which had been cir- therniore, if the library staff
problem persists and no answer library-student
relations.
materials required fq-r classroom culated to the faculty. earlier discourages people-from calling
appears to be forthcoming, the Hopefully, the alternatives listed
projects. Finally, law school' explaining, in effect, thai such professor's offices, it 'could be
interpreted by many as.a sign that
library should not be afraid to act in this article will be considered
faculty members often take searches were being contemplated
as an arbiter and after considering by everyone involved so that
library books and loose-leaf and that faculty members were the library and the faculty 'are
the interests of both parties, trivial matters such as library loan
reporters.to their offices for their invited to lodge their comments . indifferent to student needs.
arrive lila
workable ~olution. procedures will not endanger
own research purposes or to assist or complaints.'
It seems that these procedures
-Also, it seems foolish for the student-faculty relationships in
students
in classroom-related
The second dispute involved a would be unnecessary if everyone
:library to purchase. .duplicate the' future. As responsible, inassignments.
student who was writing a involved-students,
faculty, and
copies of books out of its limited telligent adults, we should all
library .staff-c-would. act' 'ln a
budget when the materials could recognize
that
the
major
The first two problems can only research paper and .wished -to
a - certain
loose-leaf
reasonable,
adult
fashion..
probably -be made available To problems facing this law school
be controlled by the library taking utilize
everyone wishing to utilize them if will never be solved if minor
precautionary steps to Prevent , reporter which had' been- signed There is no reason why a student
-all those' involved would put aside 'difficulties-such as this cannot be
pilferage and by the stu_dents out to a member of the faculty.. would not be able to approach
easily and rationally rectified.
being more decent and' con- .Since he OIit}'. wanted to use the' faculty mem~er in order'to obtain ,their ,self-serving motives.
siderate when dealing with their materials for a short period of -J'
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!l!!!l!!!!IIIl!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.
colleagues. The third problem time, and because he ,had been )1
area involving the faculty'S:use of "keyed"
into that •particular '
the library is somewhat 'more 'service from prior usage, the
troublesome. It i~not uncommon
student wenno the library to find
for some professors to simply out who had the book. After one
take whatever materials they need of the library staff jdenti fied the
from the library shelves and keep faculty
member
who
had
. them for indefinite p'eriods of borrowed the book the student
time without leaving "chargewent to the professor's orfice
out" slips with the library staff.
where he obtained the teacher's
When this occurs, library per- home poone number from his
sonnel often assume the book in . secretary. The professor, who had
question has been. stolen or properly
followed,
library
misplacec a,ld will undertake the procedures in borrowing the book
.stepsl\eces,:;ary" to procure' a new and had. periectly legftimate
copy. Not only does this misdirect reasons for needing a copy in his
scarce library funds, it leads to a ,office, sternly prote~ted the .fact
situation where students, through
that a student had called his home
their tuition payments, effectively conc~rning a· matter of library
subsidize the COS! of a professor's
policy. To make a long' story
imercifully short, and completely
private library:
.'
ignoring who' was "right" or
. To avoid this. sltuatton, the. "wrong", .it seems that. ·what
hbrar}' has estabhshed extrem,ely started out as an insignificant
simple procedures for faculty --problem unnecessarily turned into
m.embers Jo fol.low when ~hey a,rather ugly situ'ation.
."
WIsh t6 borrow hbrary matenals.
.
The point is th'at if the library
These "rules", circulated to the
faculty on January 5, 1978,_ had had on, file an official
consist of the completion of a procedure for recalling ~oks....
. loan card explaining which books borrowed .by faculty members, at
are being ,removed from the least the second confrontation
library by whom, and the filing of could have been avoided~ Perhap~
this very thought
is what
this card at the reference/reserve
desk. This generous and liberal p'rompted Law Librarian. -Berpolicy imposes no time limits on ,hard, on November 27, J 979, to
the faculty member taking ,ad- issue a directive to the library
vantage of the service, nor does it staff outlining tne steps they
should follow when a student
absolutely prohibit the professor
from taking the materials home. requests library materials on loan
In fact, the only reason for the to a professor. In the future, the
0
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Roe v. Wade Reconsidered
By: Michael P. McDonald

..

(Most of the arguments put forward'
did in his recently released book A
Focusing more closely. upon . the
below were originally advanced by Joseph
Private Choice:
arguments Mr. Justice Black~un emO'Meara, Dean Emeritus of the Law
Abortion in the Seventits:ploys
it it is important to ~ot~ how
School of Notre Dame University in an
1. that in 1789 when the originil1 articles
heavily he relies upon the' nonon ~f
informative
and thought provoking were adopted Blackstone was the bible ~"privacy in order to secure for women their
article entitled "Abortion: The Court
of American
LAWYERS,
AND
right to an abortion. What is this privacy
Decides a Non-Case". That piece first
Blackstone taught that a "person"
he speaks so passionately abo~t? ~ell,
appeared in the Supreme Court Review
was pne "like us" who had been
that's a little hard-to say. Certainly It has
(1974) and was subsequently reprinted in
formed by God!' in the womb.
nothing whatsoever to d~ with the way
an updated version in the Fall 1975 issue "
the word is used in everyday speech.
of The Human Life Review, a scholarly,
2. that abortion, although not widely
. ' The" word privacy as' defined in
periodical of the pro-life' persuasion
practiced because of medical difWebster's Dictionary normally connotes
which, it is sad to say, was discontinued'
ficulties in doing it safely was a crime
seclusion; secrecy or "freedom from
by the law school library aJte..r1976.)
at common law if the pregnancy had
unauthorized oversight or observation".
Yesterday, January 22, should have
reached the stage where movements by
But is there anything private about an inhad a special significance' for many
the child were perceptible; and if the
hospital or clinic· abortion? The people
people. Certainly that day could not have
child in the woinb was injured by an
workingthe admissions off!ce ~ill know
passed by without Mr. Justice Harry
•. abortifacient, was born alive and died
what's going 'On when the gravida enters
Blackun taking note; Justice Blackmun
from his injury,the crime was murder.
to have her abortion. The surgeons who
you will recall is the "strict con3. that the articles gave the new
perform
the operation
will. Icnow.
structionist" appointed to the Supreme
government' no power to disturb, the
Everyone in the operating room will
Court by Richard Nixon; hence, a judge
administration of the common law by
know too. So privacy must mean
considered among those least likely to
the states.
. something .entir~ly different. Does' the
approach the Constitution as if it still sat
4. that the 5th Amendment declared theConstituion
provide an answer? .
unfinished in Philadelphia in desparate
life, liberty, and property of no Person
• Justice Blackmun concedes that the
need of thorough revision. .Yet· on
.should be taken by the 'nati.onal .•... •'Constitution does not explicitly mention
January 22, 1973 Justice. Blackmun'government~ceptbY
due processor'
'any right of privacy". Nevertheless.i he
suddenly discovered - imagine his surlaw. '
..... goes on to state that ......the Court has
prise! -and was able to convince six of his"
That the 9th Amendment declared that
recognized that a right of personal
learned brethren, that a profound and "all
powers not, expressly. conferred
privacy, or a guarantee of certain areas or
mysterious change in the meaning of
. upon
the national
government.
zones of privacy does exist under the
. certain words of the COnStitlJtion had
belonging to the People, thereby
Constitution .. ,".
To support
these
somehow taken place. On thatdate he· .
leaving to the People the protection of
propositions he cites a long line of cases.
found in the 9th Amendment's reserlife, liberty, and property through the
But a few pages later the learned Justice
vation of power to the People, or was it In'
legislatures and courts of each stale.
.
flatly contradicts himself saying:
the 14th Amendment's
reference to
6. that the most important burst of antiliberty - you see, he was not entirely sure
abortion legislation in the nation's
The pregnant
woman cannot be
which himself - the liberty to have an
history occurred between 1860 and
isolated in her privacy. She carries an
abortion performed on demand. Hen1880, and that the 14th Amendment,
embryo and, later, a fetus, if one accepts
ceforth, ad majorem Feminae' gloriam
adopted in 1868, belongs to that era of
the medical definitions of the developing
the Constitution came to mean that
American politics.
.
young in the human
uterus ... The
abortion was to be regarded as yet
7. that, as Mr. Justice Rehnquist pointed
situation therefore is_inherently different
another precious American freedom.
out in a devasting 'dissent (which no
from marital intimacy, or bedroom
The decison (handed down in Roe v.
member of the Court in Wade at- . possessions of obscene material or
Wade 410 U.S. //3 (1973) and it comtempted to answer) at least 36 states
marriage., .or procreation. or education
panian case Doe v. Bolton 410 U.S. 179
had anti-abortion statutes similar to
with which Eisenstadt, Griswold, Stanley,
(1973) occasioned, to put it mildly, a
the one being struck down in Texas
Loving, Skinner, Pierce, and Meyer were
good deal of controversy which seven
that day, when the 14th Amendment
respectively concerned.
years later shows no signs of abating. On
was adopted, yet none was attacked on
the contrary.
N. Y. Times' columnist.
the ground that it offended the newly
These were among the cases cited in Wade
Anthony Lewis has noted a CBS poll
adopted amendment.
to support the Court's propositions.
revealing that 5 percent of the American
8. that the 14th Amendment imposed
about privacy. What can one say of such
people - an extraordinary high number by
upon each state the obligation already
a performance-citing Cases to support the
comparison with the figures on all other
imposed upon the national governCourt's position. and then saying, in
issues - would allow their feelings on
ment not to take life, liberty or
effect, that they don't apply? Nothing
abortion alone to determine their votes in
property without due process of law. _
except perhaps that the Court simply
political
contests.
A critical
relegislated the legality of abortion and in
examination of some of the more
Given these facts it is little wonder that
seeking a basis for this usurpation of
specious arguments delivered by Justice
it took, upwards of lOS years for a'
legislative power, seized upon the right of
Blackmun in his historic 5I page decision
majority of 'Supreme -Court Justices to
privacy. .
'#
is therefore not at all inappropriate at the'
-find a "freedom" to abort at one's
present time.
convenience. It's alw.ays hard to find a
~ven if it be agreed, arguendo,' that
Taking 1868 as our starting point, the
rational sounding explanation for totally
pnvacy does have something to do with
year in which -the 14th Amendment was
abberant behavior. Just ask Richard
abortion the question still remains: What
adopted, at the minimum it took the
Nixon, or Teddy Kennedy' for that.· basis is there; in the Constitution for
Supreme Court 105 years to discover a
matter. It is understandable therefore . holding that privacy diminishes as
personal right of privacy in the Conthat the Court, uneasy about the position '. pregnancy lengthens until the fetus
stitution Which invalidated State statures
. it had just. marked out, attempted to
becomes viable-especially if the unborn
forbidding
abortion
except those
.reconcile its conclusions with the verities
child is not a person "in the whole sense"
necessary to save the mother's life. To
of American histo;y, by acknowledging
as the Court plainly and quite astounthis interval could be added another 78
that "only personal rights that can be
dingly says he is not.
.
years if one were to go all the way back to
deemed 'fundamental' or 'i,mplicit' in the
WHat about" the unborn
child's
1790, the year in which the first ten'
concept of ordered liberty are included in . "personhood".? Is the fetus entitled to the
amendments were appended to the
.(the constitutional guarantee of) personal
constitutional guarantee of life? ApConstitution. Why so long to discover a
privacy" which it spelled out that day.
parently not as the rising abortion rate
"freedom"
so obvious· to Justice
Yet isn't it already painfully obvious that
gver the: past seven years amply
Blackmun and his coUegues? Perhaps
the right to an abortion in is not rooted,
. demon~trates. Concerning this aspect of
because the Constitution's
original
has never been rooted and indeed, is
the case Justi~ Blackmun writes as'
framers did not consider the right to have
completely repugnnant to the traditionfollow.s:
an abortion a freedom at
True, the.
imd ethos· of American sOciety? After aU.
We. need not resolve the difficult
makers of that document do not appear
abOrtion was a crime (or weil' over a .qu~tlon .of when life begins. When those
to have contemplated the subject Qf
. century, that is froml82l when the first
tramed m the respective disciplines of
llbonion. Certainly there is no mention of
state law dealing directly with abortion .. medicine philosophy, and theology are
it by name or circumlocution within the
was enacted
by the Connecticut
~na~~e to' arri~e at any con.<;ensus, the
four comers of the paper itself. However
legislature until January 22, 1973 when
JudiCia'!. at thISpoint in the development
anyone with a sense' of history would be
the Court, yielding to the pressure of a
of mon s knowledge. is not in a position •
.able to infer what was intended by the
strident minority took the position that.
to speculate as to the answer.
framers simply by examining the laws,
we had been wrong all along and that
practices and beliefs which were in effect
rights we have had from the birth in our
In fact of course the Court decided that
at that time. In so doing one would find,
country entitle a pregnant woman to an
life does not begin before live birth. Thus
as John T. Noonan, professor of law at
induced abortion.
the University of California, Berkeley,
I

5:

au..

with characteristic
inconsistency, the
Court does what Mr. Justice Blar;:kmun
says it is "not in a position to do."
By the way, had it taken the time to
consult modern science the Court could
have avoided this self contradiction. For
as Dr. Jerome Lejeune, a French
geneticist 'of international fame, who
discovered the chromosome abnormality
responsibile for mongolism, declared at a
symposuim in Quebec:
Life begins .. " at conception. This is not
questioned by any scientific person. , ,
The fetus is a human being. Genetically
he is complete. This is not an opinion, it is
afact.
Unfortunately the Court prefered on this
occasion to eschew- facts as well as
American history, thereby making itself
the finalarbiter on the question of which
human beings win be expunged from our
legal order and which will not. In the past
American constitutional
jurisprudence
dictated that aU rights were premised
upon our humanity. In the future, in the
brave new world the Court allows us to
glimpse coming into place via Wade, it
appears as though these same rights will
rest with a. group of nine men, or a
majority of them, determining whether
certain segments of our society are human
enough to be entitled to legal protection.
Mr. Justice Blackmun's opinion is full
of even more wrong-headed and pernicious arguments. For instance Doe v.
Boltion holds that a pregnant woman has
a constitutional right to an abortion if a
continuation of her pregnancy would
endanger her life or seriously and permanently injure her health. Of course
"health" as defined by the Court includes
the'
"physical,
emotional
and
psychological" well-being of the patient,
all of which adds up in practice to
abortion on demand. And yet Justice
Blackmun in an incredible display of his
own misunderstanding- of what he has
written says "Roe v. Wade sets forth our
conclusion that a pregnant woman does
not have an absolute constitutional right
to abortion on demand."
Just for the record it should be noted
that medical science has made such great
advances over the last 30 years that as a
result it is now highly unlikely that any
pregnancy will be so hazardous as to
necessitate its termination. For example
during a two year period at St. Louis City
Hospital, from 1966 to 1968, there were
5,102 deliveries without a single maternal
death and only one abortion was considered necessary to save the life of the
mother. Also if one' is really concerned
about the mother's health the Japanese
experience is deeply enlightening. Japan
passed its Eugenic Protection law in 1948.
Since that Jime millions of legal abortions
have taken place. What has the effect
been upon those mothers who have
undergone
the procedure?
Many
Japanese doctors have concluded that:
The Slidden change from pregnancy
causes an imbalance of the sympathetic
nervous system and has many other ill
effects.
Among
them:dysmenorrhea,
sterility. habitual ~pontaneous abortion,
extrauterine
pregnancies,
cramps,
headaches,
vertigo,
exltaustion,
sleepiness, lumbago, neuralgia, debility
and psychosomatic illness, perforMation
of the uterus. cervical lesions, infections,
bleeding, and retention of some tissue.
(Taken from a report by Dr. T.A. Ueno,
a professor at Tokyo's Nihon University
given to the International Academy of
Legal and Social Medicine meeting in
Rome in 1972)
(continued on page eleven)
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Sexual Harassment in' ·Government
'by Shelley Goldfarb

ployment opportunity counselor who also
reinstatement with back pay and a 1'1'0was granted a postponement.
was unsuccessful at informal resolution
motion to a rate level comparable to
Williams has recently received word
, Despite the fact that more than seven
of the problem.
,
where Williams would 'have beenbut for
that her case is supposed to go to trial on
y~r~ have elapsed since Diane Rennay
Williams then filed a formal complaint
the unlawful 'discrimination in 1972. It
.March 31 of this year.
Williams .first filed a formal complaint of
of discrimination. Nine days later, on a
was also recommended that corrective
Recently, Williams' former supervisor
sexual discrimination against her emFriday afternoon, she was fired after
action be taken against Williams' former
has made numerous "odious
and
ployer, the U.S. Department of Justice
being given twenty-five minutes notice.
supervisor. When the Justice Department
specious" allegations that she isa
the Ii~gation is back at the starting point;
The Department of Justice tried to
refused to accept these findings and re~
"loose" woman and that she welcomed,
and It very well may be another seven
quash the complaint on the ground that
commendations, Williams went back to
if not invited, his sexual advances and
years before Williams' case is resolved to
because Williams had been dismissed, she
federal Court and asked for a trial de
that the advances therefore were not imfinality.
}Vas no .longer a, federal employee, and
novo.
,
proper. He has also alleged that he and
Williams, now a second year student at , therefore, the issue was moot. A ruling
The Justice Department vigorously
Williams had an affair. These allegations
the National Law Center, feels that the
from an Equal Employment Opportunity
opposed the request for a trial on the
are contradictory to .the former superlength of time it is taking to resolve her , Officer from the Legal Counsel's Office
"basis that federal employees were not
visor's earlier position claiming complete
claim of sexual harassment, as well as the
at the Justice Department 'kept the'
entitled to a trial de novo. Williams and
.
innocence
0 f any wrong d'omg. A s a resu It '
f~eraI government's equal employment
'complalnt from being quashed on the
the Justice Department agreed ta have the
of. these
defamatory
allegations,
opportunity complaint procedures, may
basis that Williams' dismissal may have
case reviewed on the administrative
Williams' mother has been deposed by
discourage other federally' employed - been an act of retaliation for William's
record.
Judge Richey ruled iii WillhUns favor"
the government and must attest to the
WOP1enwith legitimate claims of sexual
having filed the EEO complaint. This obfacrthat Williams did not, and could not
harassment from, pursuing those claims.
ligated the Justice Department to invesfinding, that since she had refused to
have had an affair or any .other type of
Willianis feels that the time element may
tigate the complaint because retaliation
, submit to sexual conditidns imposed by
personal relationship' with her former
also discourage attorneys from handling,
is, ip and of itself, an actionable offense
her supervisor, -he had retaliated, by "supervisor.
Williams feels that her
equal employment opportunity claims
under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of
creating grounds for her dismissal. The
personal privacy and that of her familial
1964, as-amended.
and in particular sexual harassment
most significant result of the 197~ deci-relationships have been seriously and Irclaims.
" ,
,,'
" " ~ The administrative hearing resulted in a,
sion in Williams v. Saxbe was the bolding -: reparable invaded; ,
finding of no disctimination 'because' in
Willianis was hired as a 'Public' Inthat sexual harassinent is, indeed, a form. '
of sexdiscrimination within the meaning
Williams' attorney, Michael Hausfeld,
formation Specialist with the Commun,ity
1972, the Civil ServiceCommisslon (now
of Title. VII of the Civil Rights Act of'··is
a 'George Washington alumnus,
Relations service of the Justice Departthe Office of Personnel Man,agement) did
1964, as amended.
'
'
'currently with the Washington firm of
not recognize sexual harassment as sexual
ment in January of 1972, In May of that
Williams and, the Justice Department
'Kohn, Milstein and Cohen. Williams
year, she, received a card from her superdiscrimination, but the Justice Departthan tried to work out a settlement' in 'came to Hausfeld on the recommendation
visor which r~d "Seldom a day goes by , ment EEO investigator nevertheless' reterms of back pay. Williams was pre-' ' of the Washington Lawyers Committee,
commended that the firing be rescinded
without a loving thought of you." She
because it was was unwarranted and unpared to accept a settlement of over',
fQr Civil Rights Under Law.
disregarded the card, unaware that it was
necesssary and punitive in the extreme.
$16,000 when, less that two months after,
Women across the country who' have
the beginning of a case of sexual harass'When the Justice Department refused to
Judge_Richey's ruling, the U,S. Supreme'
subjected "to similar discrimination have
ment. Shortly thereafter,
Williams'
, Court ruled in Chandler v. Roudebush'
contacted Williams who hasshared with
supervisor began repeatedly asking her , accept these findings, Williams, in 1973,
filed suit in Federal District Court.
'
that federal employees, like private sector - them her acquired knowledge concerning
for dates. According to Williams, the
Federal District Court Judge, Charles
.. employees; are entitled to a trial de novo •• employment discrimination.
more she declined, the more obnoxious he
became because he was unable to. dis- , R. Richey ruled >hat there was evidence
of their Title VII employment discrimina- ,
Williams has discussed her case on
tinguish a personal relationship' which he
sU8$estive.of discrimination by reason of '
tion claims.
several television talk shows including a
selual harassment and remanded the case
wanted to establish from a professional
In September of 1978, the Justice
December 1979 appearance on the narelationship which they had enjoyed UP' to the Justice Department for a second
Department appealed to the Court of
tionally syndicated Donahue show.
administrative hearing. judge' Richey
until that time.
Appeals for-the D.C. Circuit. The. court
Williams hopes that her case, as well as
ruled that ~t this hearing the burden of
Williams talked with her supervisor
reversed and remanded the case on other
"testimony.she gaveabout her case before
grounds and ordered that a trial de novo
the Subcommittee on Investigations,
and tried to resolve the problem informal- -' proof would be shifted to the Justice
Department to show absence of discrimibe held. '
House Post Office and Civil Service
ly. This failing, Williams went 'to her
nation.
'
The trial do novo was scheduled to be
Committee, will result in developments .
supervisor's supervisor and again, atThe
hearing
resulted
in
a
finding
that
held in March of 1979 but the Justice
which will help to eradicate the problem
tempted without success to resolve the
. there was discrimination on the basis of .
Department was not ready to proceed.
of sexual harassment in federal employproblem informally.
At this' time,
sex. 'Recommendations were made for
The Justice Department asked for and _' ment.
Williams decided to consult an equal emI

Dienes Tenured

Prof. Tom Dienes
17, the Faculty Appointments'
Committee recommended that the
tenure track position be offered to
Prof. David Kempler, presently a
'visiting professor here at the
NLC. The faculty is expected to
vote on the recommendation at
the Feb. 15th faculty meeting.
The recommendation of Prof.
Kempler, was a surprise to
students who had been foIlowing
, the situation as just the day
. before, the Faculty Appointments
Committee ·had decided to delay
any action with respect to Prof.
Kempler and instead. invited Mr,

Dani~l Halperin, presently Asst. White over the objections of the
Secretary of the Treasure and a 'student members of that comf'ormer
pr of'essor
of the mittee, the accusation surfaced
University of Pennsylvania, to that- the students thoughts were
meet with members of the faculty being ignored. The agitation
and the administration.
Dean increased with the vote .of the
Barron after the invitation had entire faculty to extend the offer
been extended to Prof. .Halperin to White and started to come to a
decided, to create two tax head when the faculty committee
positions and' Prof. Kempler was , voted to delay action on Kempler
recommended for one of these and instead, look at Halperin.
two. It should be noted that the But with the innovative response
two professors who do end up in to the situation by Dean Barron,
these positions will be expected to the students -anger has been
teach courses other than tcix,so as substantially diminished and their
not to place too much emphasis -energy is presently devoted to
Ion the tax program. It is un- quiet lobbying of the faculty to
next
certain how this requirement of vote' for, Prof. 'Kempler
another course will affect the, week".
On balance,' the choices coming
chances
of
other
visiting
'. professors here at the NLC who from the' fac~lty appOintments
committee must be considered a
would like t,o move to the tenure
success for both Dean Barron and
track ,positions~
• ---::
the National Law' Center. The
The tax position presently filled
successful
wooing of Prof. Dienes
by Prof. Kempler has been a
must be considered a coup. He
,source, of some friction since
was a visiting professor at CorneIl
Dean Barron suggested that there
last year and has been a professor
be fewer visiting professors spots
at American since 1970. In adand more professors scheduled
for a tenure review. Kempler is dition to being co-author with
Dean Bar'ron of the Bobbs-,
very popular with the students,
receiving high grades in the course Merrill Constitutional Law text
book, he has authored three other
evaluations and having long
texts and numerous articles for
waiting lists for his course. When
various journals. His fields of
the faculty appointments comspecialty are Constitutional Law.
mittee voted to recommend Prof.

(Continued from page-one]
'particularly Civil Liberties, the
First Amendment,' and the law
and social sciences. He' also has
the reputation for being a Very
good teacher and was reportedly
very well like by his fall Torts
class here at the NLC.
" Prof. Dienes decided to accept
the NLC's offer for a variety of
reasons. H~ sees the law center,
under DEAN Barron's leadership, on the verge of becoming an
excellent school, both locally and
nationally, and he would like to
become partof this growth, The'
decision was also based on his
respect for the NLC's faculty
describing them as "distinguished
people".
,'.
the possibility of. being able to
employ a teacher such ,as ,Prof.
Kempler and also be, able to
obtain someone of the stature of
Daniel Halperin wot:lldatso have
to be perceived as a success for
the NLC. Scholarship is one of
the criteria for faqlltyselection
has, been very heavily stressed in
the faculty appointments commfttee meetings 'and It is thought
that this was the reason for the
original recommendation of Prof~
White. Prof. White had published
only one article but was ~thought
to
have
great
publishing
potential. In fairness it should be

pointed out that Prof. Kempler,
in addition to teaching two
courses here also has a full-time
legal practice which he will forgo
should he finally end up in the
tenure track position. By creating
two positions, the NLC will be·
able, hopefully, to retain an
individual, generally recognized
as an escellent teacher and still
obtain someone well published
and of stature sufficient enought
that 'a faltering tax graduate
program could be revitalized.

SUMMER
LAW STUDY
in

Guadalajara
London

Oxford
Paris
San Diego
For information:
Prof. R. Folsom
U. of San Diego School of Law
Alcala Park,.San Diego, CA 92110
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-In Between the Sheets
be trained, you have to attend
by Jim Heller
a one-hour lecture plus one
A soon-to-be
ended legal re- '
hour of practice on the termsearch column wherein I answer,
inal, Arrangements
can-be
- In print, some of the more eclectic
made at the 3rd floor desk.
questions asked at the 3rd floor
Q. Where can I find the text of
desk.
the U.S. Constitution?
Q. Jim, who is that fellow sitting
at the desk in the microform
A. The United States Code will
give you the text. If you also
area on the 3rd floor?
want annotations,
use West's
1\. That is Barclay Inge, our new
U.S. Code Annotated, LawReference/audio-visual
Libyers Co-op's U.S. Code .Serrarian. Barclay has come to vice. or the Congressional ReG.W.
from the Richmond
search Services' Constitution
City Jail, where he was the
of the United States oj AmerLibrary Director for one year. "
ica. Furthermore,
the Federal
Q. Why is he smiling?
Practice Digest (West), West's -.
A. I guess he just enjoys rhe
Supreme Court Digest and
smell of microforms.
Lawyers
Co-op's
Supreme
Q. And who is the woman who
Court Reports Digest give
works with Kathy Larson, the
citations
to cases t~at have
Reference/Documents
Libconstrued constitutional
prorarian,
in the Government
visions.
'
Documents Office?
usually
use
West's
A. That's
Jardell
Young,
the
Q. You
U.S.C.A. when researching a
Government
Documents
federal act, why is that?
Assistant.
While all' these
people have developed
par-, A. With its picket parts, 'quarterly up-dates, and availability
ticular skills in the library,
of the 'monthly
USCCAAN
don't hesitate to ask any of
(U.S.
Code
Congressional
them for reference assistance
and Administrative
News),
when you need help.
the U.S.C.A.
is much more
Q. Jim, I know LEXIS is an onup-to-date
than the official
line legal research computer,
U.S. Code (published by the
but what does the word mean?
G.P.O.)
A. "LEX"
is Latin for "law."
By the way, LEXIS is now
Q. Why not use _Lawyers CoOp's U.S. Code Service?
open for use by all law students, QOw that the 1st semA. I could use it, but since I
usually go right up to the 4th
ester legal research -class has
floor to research federal statended. I encourage you to be
utory law, I use U.S.C.A.
trained on LEXIS, and make
more often.
Both sets are
use of its availability here. To

quite
similar-they
are
basically "annotated"
codes;
that is, they include annotations of.cases which have construed certain sections of the
Code. U.S.C.S. is updated by
annual
pocket
parts
and'
monthly
pamphlets.
Of
course, each publisher feeds
into their own publications.
For example, while USC~'s
"LibraryReferences"
notes
cite to CJS (a West publication),
the U.S.C.S.
"Research Guide" -cites to other
Lawyers Co-op publications
(Am Jur 2d, etc.) U.S.C.S.
does have' some materials

'which U.S.C.A.
does not.
C.F.R.
references
are given
when pertinent as are law review articiles
and cross-references' to other sections of
the Code itself. U.S:C.A.,
on
the' other hand, cites you to
U.S.C.C.A.A.N.
volumes
- which will contain legislative
histories.
Furthermore,
U.S.C.A. annotations
tend to
be more complete than those
found in U.S.C.S.
Q. Is there another way to find
out if administrative
regulations have been promulgated
under the authority of federal
sta tutory
la w
besides

U.S.C.S.?"
A. Yes. The monthly
"List of
Sections Affected" pamphlets
not only update the C.F.R.,
but indicate
when agency
rules and regulations
have
been promulgated
under federal statutory authority.
Q. Where can I get a short biography of a Supreme Court
Justice?
A. I suggest either The American
Bench
or
Congressional
Quarterly's
Guide to the U.S.
Supreme
Court, both
of
which are in the Reference
area.

~NOW-TWO- 'GREAT-SALOONS
COLEMAN'S

I

LICENSED VINTNERS
OUR NEW 'MID TOWN SALOON OFFERS

'-

IMPORTED DRAUGHT, AND A COMPLETE
MENU· OF FINE FOOD - FROM BURGERS
TO LOBSTERS - A T'-COMFORTABLE PRICES
~

SANDWICHES AND COMPLETE DINNER~

An lJush PUB
ilLlbl~lOn4\l

.,

SERVED tJ~TIL MIDNIGHT

c,.l£11C €n~ERUlnment
Renings,

On Capitol Hill At'
520 N~Capitol Sf. N.W.

COR. 20th & PENNSYLVANIA AVE N.W.

737'3773.

--------------------

purveyors of 'fine food & spirits
breakfast, luncheon & dinner

331-9430

... --

Irish Country Brunch served
at both locations
Sundays-I J a.m.-3 p.m,
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HeFA Displays Louis Drawings
'

"The
Drawings
of Morris
century,
most of the critical
Louis"
opens at the National
acclaim for Louis's work came
Collection
of Fine Arts. Smithafter his death in 1962 at the age
sonian Institution, on December 6 of 49. He was born in Baltimore.
and continues through February
studied at the Maryland Institute
3, 1980. This exhibition examines
of Art and, in the late 19305,
the first two-thirds
of Louis's
participated
in the Easel Division
career with 57 drawings •. shown . of the WP A Federal Art Project
for the first time, dating from the
in New York. He returned
to
1930s to 1953-the
year Louis
Baltimore in the mid-194Os and,
ceased producing drawings. Two
in 1947. moved to the Washpaintings which directly relate to
ington area where he remained
several of the drawings also are
for the rest of his life. As was true
included. Recently released by his of
his
abstract
expressionist
estate, these works on paper procontemporaries,
Louis's drawings
vide the only means of examining
reveal his maturation
during the
Louis as a draftsman
and also
WP A period and the gradual
reveal
his artistic
roots. and
change from representational
to
development.
abstract art during the late 1940s
Although
he is one of the. and early 1950s.
foremost artists of the last quarter
"There can be few more signifi-

. cant instances of the importance
of drawings for understanding
the
true nature of an artist's creative
accomplishment
than that provided by the drawings of Morris
Louis,"
Dr. Joshua C. Taylor,
NCFA Director,
writes in the
foreword
to
the
exhibition
catalog.
" ... There is no question that
the paintings executed during the
last ten years or so of his career
are his most notable accomplishments, justifying his place ainong
the major painters of ihe time,
but they are the culmination of a
long and complex
process
of
introspection
and artistic experiment. They did not spring as
spontaneously' to his hand as they
did to the critical
eye. The
seeming
ease with which
his
mature paintings emerge into life
can easily be misread.
Effortlessness was the ultimate reward
. of concentration
and discipline,
of private thought
and patient
searching
...
(His
drawings)
served as the primary arena for
the development of Louis's visual
thinking. Far ranging in kind and
direction,
they reveal a questioning, .probing mind that was
not
hampered
by
formal
p r 0 gr a m s
0r
doc t r ina r e
premises. "
The exhibition
was organized
by the NCFA's
Department
of
Prints and Drawings; the catalog,
raisonne,
with 563 black-and-white reproductions
of Louis's

..

.. .:
C,"/'

. Morris Louis, untitled 1948 .
known
drawings,
includes
a. and personal,
whose absorption'
major essay by Dr. Diane Upright
and distillation provide a partial,
. Headley, Assistant Prozfessor at
substructure
for his subsequent
Harvard University.
achievement.
The incredible ease
and fluidity often characteristic
"Louis's
drawings
reveal an
of his pen prepared him, as his
inventive, emotionally
rich, and
early efforts with a brush neither
complex
imagery as well as a
did nor could have done. for the
sensitivity of draftsmanship
that
possibilities inherent in the techwere brought to fruition in his
nique of pouring
paint across
mature paintings,"
Dr. Headley
huge expanses of canvas.
The
writes. j'ln the drawings, we can
pleasure that drawing afforded
observe in a concrete' manner the
him arid, equally. the discipline he
breadth of sensibility that pulses
imposed
on his facility
are
through the core of his successful
features shared with the bestof
later paintings. The drawings also
his. mature paintings."
clarify the sources, both artistic

Morris Louis, untitled 1948

Finnish Handiwork at Renwick
"Ryijy
Rugs
from
Finland: 200 Years of a Textile Art"
opens at the Renwick Gallery of
the National Collection
of Fine
Arts, Smithsonian Institution, on

December
21 and
continues
through March 16, 1980. One of
the few countries where ancient
textile arts continue to flourish
today, Finland
always has ex-

,

celled in the production.
of art
handicrafts.
This exhibition was
organized by the Finnish Society
.of 'Crafts 'and Design and SITES
(Smithsonian'
Institution
Traveling Exhibition Service).
These thirty rugs trace the
development
of the ryijy from
folk art to fine art; seven date
. from 1799 to 1825 and twenty-three from 1903 to 1979. They
document the changing styles and
various uses of the ryijy-froin
bed covers
and festival
wall
.decorations
during the 18th and
19th centuries to bench covers and
unique wall hangings in this century.
.
Deriving from an ancient word
meaning
something
rough and
shaggy, the ryijy has been used in
Scandinavia
since the Middle
Ages. It was an early substitute
. for fur blankets and coverlets"-as
well as for seamen's sleeping rugs
because wool retains its warmth
even when wet. The ryijy has been
collected for taxes, used as payment in trade, fought over in
inheritance disputes, included in a
girl's dowry, given to a woman
upon her husband's death as part
of 'her "widow's portion,"
and
used as a wedding rug on which
the bridal couple stood during. the
ceremony.
The pile of the ryijy consists of
wool yarns knotted
onto the'
warp, entirely covering the rug's
foundation.
The oldest type, used
as a blanket, was functional and
had its long, thick pile pointing
downward with only slight ornamentation
around
the edges.
Replacing this style was the orna-

"BlIlnket 01 Snow" (135 x 209 cm.), Klrsd Rtuftllnen (designer) lind
tal·
t
..
with its
HllJckll MtI1lMn (w«Iver).
men
pic ure rylJY
,~ . ~....• ' . , '.' sbQ(t~t:.an4 .,sJ.lar~li.r.,.Ril~ . (a.ciIlS -c ....

outward SQ it could.be seen; it had
a decorative border with the main
ornamentation
in the center. Universal symbols or familiar folk
motifs-crosses,
trees of life,
tulips and crowns were used.
The popularity
of the ryijy
began to decline in the 1860s but,
by the turn of the century, people.
became dissatisfied
with mass-produced work and the ryijy was
rediscovered.
Akseli
GaHen-·'
Kallela, . one of Finland's
most

famous artists, was responsible
for the transition
of the ryijy
from folk art to fine art. For centuries, the.ryijy had been designed
and woven by the same person
but,'
in
1900,
Gallen-Kallela
designed two ryijy tapestries for
the. Exposition
Universelle
in
'Parls.Tn succeeding decades, the
Iryijy has' followed the trends in
'contemporary
art and today it is
. frequently
displayed as a handsOJ!1ewall decorati on ,

LEGAL TYPING/
TRANSCRiPTION REPETITIVE LETTERS
IDOCUM,ENTS .
Magcardjcorrecting
selectric. Harvard/Blue book style. Deadlines met. Inexpensive rates, Large & Small projects,
CaU Cindy Pott,r 931·7074

Cafe Hollywood & Vine
-Flaming Broil-'
Special for Students:
Cowboy Special Cheeseburger (6 oz.)
served with lettuce, tomato, mayo
fried onions and hot I'epper
on kaiser roll
59

$1

Many delicious subs
served on French bread.

20061 St. N.W. 296·3473

------------~_""!"~_~,
Hours: 118m to 1 8m

-

..

"J"'!"-...

II!".,\!'!. ""'. "",
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It Has Been Decided ...
Freedom of Religion
A Seventh Day Adventist,
whose sincere belief opposing
membership in and contributions
r o
unions
and
s i m i la r
organizations prevented him from
complying
with
a labor
agreement's
security
clause
requiring union membership and
payment of dues, established a
prima facie case of religious
discrimination by virtue of his
discharge for his refusal to join or
contribute to the union. The cost
of accepting the Seventh Day
Adventist's offer to contribute an
equal sum to a non-religious
charity would have been only de
minimis and did not constitute an
undue
hardship, within
the
meaning of 42 USCA sec.
2000e(j). Nottelson v . A.D. Smith
Corp. (E.D. Wis), NO. 75-C-220
Fed. Case News Volume 3 No.2,
P.34.
Internal Revenue-informants
A memorandum prepared by
the corporate taxpayer's attorney
was intercepted by an informant
who copied the document and
sent a copy to the IRS. The court
ruled that because the document
was a summary of a meeting
attended by third parties, it was
not a privileged attorney-client
communication.
The government's receipt did not violate the
Fourth Amendment. In addition,
although the document was an
attorney's work product, the IRS
was not barred from using it to
obtain
other,
unpriviledged
materials. 1
U.S. v. Bonnell D.O. Minn.
No. Civil 4-78-190. Dec. 27,1979,
3 Fed. Case News No 12 p. 35.
Squirt
The District Court has enjoined the Seven-Up Company
from using in the United States
the trademark of Quirst, or any
colorable imitation thereof, or
any other designation confusingly
similar
to
the
plaintiff's
trademark Squirt, alone or in
combination with other words or
design, in the manufacture,
advertising or sale of soft drinks
and related products. Squirt Co.
v. Seven-Up c«. ED Mo. No.
78-375C(A). No. 23, 1979.3 Fed.
Case News NO.2 p. 39.
Reverse Discrimination.
An
auto
manufacturer's
economic motive in returning an
investment in a failed dealership
of a black dealer in order to avoid
a race discrimination suit, while
denying- similar return of investment to a failed white dealer
negates the subjective racially
discriminatory intent necessary to
establish
the manufacturer's
liability in the white dealer's 42
USC section 1981 lawsuit. The
District Court referred to United
Steel- Workers of America v.
Weber , as it emphasized that
white persons are only protected
from "certain forms of racial
discrimination."
The court
theorized
that
even
if
discrimination because of race
was conceded, it is possible that
the white dealer could lose the
case under an expanded Weber
doctrine, The court refused to rest
the decision on Weber, due to the
novelty of the issue and the
availability of the alternative
theory of economic intent.

by David Bane

purpose
of
the
a discharge
in primary
that identifiable individuals have received
Bankruptcy Act was to give
bankruptcy
of
all
dischargeable
been libeled, the city is plainly-the
debtors a new opportunity in life
wrong plaintiff. Any other kind debts listed in his petition, inand a clear field for future effort.
cluding
the
student
loan.
Later,
to
Attorney-Client
of claim by the city is obviously
priviledgesatisfy "the requirements
of The policy of the university
psychiatrist
barred by the First Amendment.
frustrates
the goals of the
another
institution,
the
student
patriae"
As part of his preparation of an The city's "parens
Bankruptcy Act and thus violates
theory is equally unpersuasive. sought to acquire a transcript of
insanity defense, defense counsel
Clause ... The
Philadelphia v. the course work he had completed the Supremacy
retained
3 psychiatrists
to· -USDC . EP
at the
university.
The former student would have to
Washington Post Co. 12/15/79.
examine the accused. Only one of
university involved its policy of repeat 32'credits of work if denied
48 LW24222.
the psychiatrists testified at trial
denying transcripts to individuals access to his transcript. The state
and concluded that the accused, a
who have defaulted on payment has no legitimate interest in
Vietnam veteran, suffered from a
of student loans notwithstanding promoting the collection of debts
traumatic neurosis of war that
The former student took a their discharge in bankrupcy and that have been discharged; so
was complicated by severe and
there is also a violation of Equal
'federally-guaranteed student loan refused his request.
chronic alcoholism. Furthermore,
The court held that the Protection under the Fourteenth
the psychiatrist testified that at to help defray his education
expense at City University of New university policy violates both the' Amendment.
the time of the killing, the accused
USDC SNY, Lee v. Board of
York. After repaying a portion of Supremacy Clause and the Equal
was suffering a "dissociated
guarantees
of the Higher Education, 11/21/79 48
episode" that diminished his the loan, the former student was Protection
Amendment.
The LW 2425
capacity to reflect upon his ac- adjudicated - a bankrupt. He Fourteenth
tions.
The prosecutor called one of
the psychiatrists
who had
(Continued from page one)
cussed. The following specific, announcements .
.examined accused but had not
recommendations were made:
4. Student representatives on
testified' for the defense. Over real deficiencies which keep us
1. Student attitudes will be' faculty committees should place
de fen s e 0 b j e c t ion,
t his from our goal of excellence. The
more accurately reflected in the appropriate items for 'discussion
psychiatrist testified tht the ac- attitudes and concerns expressed
final version of the Self-Study on meeting agendas.
cused was a neurotic, not a last weekend showed an eager
report.
5. The Scholarship Committee
psychotic and that he wasn't' willingness on behalf of all con2. A Dean of Students should should review the SBA draft
suffering from any permanent stituencies
to openly admit
be hired to administer student ad- Honor Code and should review
brain damage. The 'accused was problems, often to the· extent of
vising
programs,
resolve
the grading system with the objecconvicted
of second degree exposing sensitive issues. I am
grievances, and enhance student tive of reducing disparity.
murder.
genuinely encouraged by this
relations with the Law School
6. Increased flexibility in course
The Alaska Supreme Court spirit of reform. As a result of my
administration.
and exam scheduling should be
ruled that the accused statements personal experiences of the past
3. Communications within the explored.
to the psychiatrist used for year derived from governing the
school should be improved by im7. A three-week vacation at
rebuttal are protected by the' student body, I believe the
plementing a system of mail- Christmas should be reinstated.
attorney-client privilege and the refreshing momentum created by
boxes, blackboards, and regular
Sixth Amendment right to ef- this retreat will thrust us into a
fective assistance of counsel. The new era. The faculty and Dean
court concluded that use of the Barron are truly dedicated to fospsychiatrist retained by defense tering a partnership approach to
by the prosecutor was reversible planning for the future, with the
error.
.
-} overall objectives of reducing
The court emphasized that if student
dissatisfaction
and
10,250 on File - All Academic Subjects
the expert is used as a witness on achieving academic excellence.
Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-pagemail order catalog.
behalf of the defendant, the cloak' The following recommendations
of privilege ends. If otherwise, a represent a general consensus for
ACADEMIC RESEARCH
defendant could be expected to be change. However, the planning
P.o. BOX 24873
less than candid. with the necessary to implement changes
.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
psychiatrist if he knew that the' will
be tremendous.
In.
-'>-__
opinion could- be adverse to his vestigations, exploration of alter- : NAME
defense. Alaska Supreme Court. natives and implementation of ':I ADDRESS
.,---_
Houston v. State
11/16/79, new approaches will take large
48LW 2420
scale time commitments to insure 'II CITY ---------------.,.------success. I believe we will bring
ZIP
_
I STATE
about change, and look forward I
Libel-City of Philadelphia v .
----------------------------------------~-----_
to participating as a student and a I
Washington Post (Perhaps W.C.
partner
in
the
planning
process
Fields was right)
ahead.
Last
year,
the
Justice
Department
filed. a lawsuit
against the City of Philadelphia Post J.D. Curriculum
charing violation of the conDean Potts chaired the work• PRINTING
stitutional rights of citizens by
shop
on graduate law programs
• X~ROX
police abuse and brutality. The
• FOLDING
next day, the Washington Post and developed a series of recommendations aimed at providing
• COLLATING
Newspaper published an account
new standards, requiring higher
• BINDING
of the lawsuit and the alleged
• PADDING
background events leading up to academic hour and grade point
averages, and enforcing the 24• STAPLING
the filing of the suit.
hour work rule.
• ASSORTED
The city filed an action for libel
PAPER STOCK
900 AM -600 PM
on its own behalf, on behalf of
Student Concerns
Monday·Fflday
the officers and men of the
Philadelphia police department,
IS PROUD TO INTRODUCE ...
Professor Rothschild and I
and on behalf of the city's
chaired the session on student
citizens. The city charged that the
concerns in which the SBAstatements in the Post were
When you serve yourself
ratified list of student priorities
published with the sole purpose of
was fully discussed (see p. ). In
falsely and maliciously portraying
addition, student dissatisfaction
• MACHINES
COLLATE AT NO ADD. COST
an official policy of police opwith faculty classroom
perpression reaching every encounter
• NO W~ITING
formance,
as determined
by
with a Philadelphia policeman.
• NO FEEDING COIN SLOTS
student
questionnaire
responses,
They claim the article has brought
• PLEASANT ATMOSPHERE
disgrace and humiliation
to was fully discussed. Faculty dis• HIGH QUALITY XEROX PAPER
with
student
Philadelphia citizens and that the satisfaction
preparation
for
class
was
also dispublic generally has been misled
Meyers v. Ford Motor Co.,
USDC 12/7/7948 LW 2417.

Student Fa~hy Retreat

RESEARCH -~A~ERS

:-------------------------------------------------------,

THE 3C XEROX COpy

into believing that Philadelphia is
an unsuitable place to live.
The court ruled that the city
cannot maintain an action for
libel on its own behalf. A·
governmental entity is incapable
of being libeled. If the claim is ...

"PAYING $10 MEN'S, $5
WOMEN'S
FOR
CLASS
RINGS. ANY CONDITION.
WILL ARRANGE PICK.UP.
PHONE TOLL.FREE 1-800-8352246 ANYTIME.

----------_-J •

MINUTES FROM CAMPUS!
1919 Pennsylvania Avenue. N.W.

331-8224
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A Criticism

by William Scblildt
culum. The continued specialization and
single academic community. Yet, this law
by William Scbladt
The faculty Self-Study Committee
expansion of 13Win America has forced
The Self-Study report has been released • school and the university seem to think
has returned a report examining the past
all law schools to pay particular attention
and it is a disaster. A faculty committee I that each is a separate entity unto itself.
and present operations plus the future . to undating the course offerings to
~was assigned to prepare a report to assist
needs of the National Law Center. The adequately meet the needs of the students.
The law school has developed its own
in the accreditation process 'by the ABA
committee was assigned in April, 1979 to The report suggested that a series of
personalized 'schedule such that no other
and the committee. produced a glossy
prepare areport on the Nl..C to assist in major questions must be asked in the
graduate
undergraduate student can
catalogue that fails to adequately analyze
the accreditation process of the American
future.
the strengths and weaknesses of this law .. ever hope to take a course in law. To
Bat Association. The ABA periodically
. The faculty Curriculum Committee
allow other students to take courses in the
_school. The study cites many of tlte more
reviews the performance of law schools
must continually review the scope of eachlaw school seems to conflict with the goal
glaring problems at the NLC including
that receive accreditation to insure the
course in order to prevent the possibility
of eliminating overcrowding; however,
the lack of space, large class size, and
maintenance of high standards in legal
of gaps, duplication, and misplacement.
the principle of uniting the university as a
poor academic. advising but faHs \ to
education, The self-study is designed. to' The hours assigned to a subject matter
single academic community serves to
suggest
concrete
solutions.
introducethe ABA to the various promust be evaluated in light of the substan- •
'enrich all of the community.
grams at the NLC and provide a forum
tive progress of the law.
_
The report prodtlced by the committee
for recommendations to improve the
The school needs to evaluate the
_The most glaring instance of, the
purports to be a self-study. "Self-study",
school.
.
necessity of skill development in areas
.conflict between the National Law Center
however,
implies
critical
self-evaluation.
The committee which produced the
such as planning, drafting, negotiating, '
This report actually reflects an "I'm OK, ~ and the university is in the' budget proreport was chaired by Professor Zenoff
interviewing, and counseling. The school
cess. Students and faculty frequently feel
your OK'!.. -mentality
-in which the
and included Dean Potts, Professors
must also determine how to approach the
. that the law school receives less than an
.
National
Law
Center
is
incapable
of
spelCaplan, Rothschild, and Weston. SBA
needs, i.e., through a full semester.
ling out the inadequacies of the school for 'adequate portion of the tuition paid by President Sue Bastress represented -the
course, a short seminar, or through other
the law students.
fear that we may hurt our reputation.
students on the committee. .
techniques.
,
This
school
has
an
excellent
program
and
The study includes an examination of
The school needs to consider whether
The conflicts between the university
a' fine faculty that should not fear the _
the administration, .faculty, students,'
the "major" approach to law' studies,
and the NLC were not even mentioned in
ABA accreditation process, -Rather, the
curriculum, clinical activities, admisi.e., concentration in major substantive
the self-study report: The implication of
school should avail itself of this opporsions, recruitment, financial aid, the
areas of law, should be expanded. The ,this horrendous oversight indicates that
tunity to reach out and address the real
library, and facilities. The committee has - expansion in the number of course of- '-.
the report was not considered a serious
and
continuing
problems
that
plague
the
sought other input through a faculty and ' ferings over the years has forced the 'law
effort to discover and evaluate the proschool,
student survey.
student to specialize in a "major" field,
blems of the National Law Center. _
In evaluating the administrative staff,
thus the school must restructure curriThree major problems in this school
The inadequacies of the law library
the report made two recommendations.
culum to allow the student to best take
deserve thorough investigation. First, the'
were succinctly pointed out in the statisFirst, the committee recommended that at . advantage of his limited time in school.
physicalplant is inadequate in supplying
tics provided in the report. NLC is the
least one administrative staff member
-The report recognizes the. need .to
the needed space for students and faculty.
sixth largest school in. the nation constay -one night a week in his office until . consider ,the purpose and scope oL
Second, the relationship between the
sidering the number of students. NLG is
nine o'clock. Second, the committee
summer school and semmar courses.
National Law Center and the university is
" tenth largest considering the number of
recommended that the administration
Summer- courses must meet the needs of
weak and 'problematic. Third, the library'
:faculty. However, the library i~ thirty-develop the program of academic advisthe part-time student as well as serve-to
collection is inadequate. The Self-Study
third in the nation in terms of the number
ing. Advising is cited as a major weakness
allow a student who may have fallen
addresses these problems in a cursory way
of books."
of the school. Increased secretarial staff
behind to catch up. The value of seminar
or not at all.
efficiency is mentioned as a recent imcourses-must be considered in light of the
Any mention of the lack of books in the
The problems connected' with the
provement.
.
subject matter of the course and. the
library inevitably invites the comment
physical plant reach into. many of the
The examination of the faculty includes· advantages and limitations of the semmar
that the library does "need that many
other critical problems of the school.
a description of the statistical makeup of
technique.
.
books since there are so many other
Space is the essential ingredient that the
the professors plus their resumes. The
. The report also recommended .~hat
libraries in the area where students may
NLC lacks., ~
report describes the faculty as being in an "there be a review of low interest graduate
go. Frankly, 'th.i.s;argument is an excuse
evaluative-and "reaching out" mood.
programs. Those programs that fail to
for being cheap.
The questions which the self-study
The faculty "want closer relationships
attract students may n?t be sufficiently
report
should
haveaddressed
include
why
Be-that as it may.ithe law library does
with each other, our students, our adgeared to the present needs of students
NLC has the. space problem and how we - not suffer from merely a lack of books.
ministration, our university, our alumni;
and could possibly be combined. or subcan .solve it~ Many students wonder why
Anyone who attempted to find a seat in
the bar and the community."
.
sumed bfimother program or eliminated.
the school has continued to raise the
the library when legal briefs became due
The answers to the questionnaires filled
The clinic program at the NLC was
number of applicants-accepted when -the
last semester can tell you to extend the
out by the faculty reveal that the faculty
thoroughly examined from the origin to
school-does not have the facilities to
library hours. Certainly, after' midnight
consider student analytic ability as good;
the present and future operations. The
. accommodate them. The first year class
at least the first floor study could be left
however, they are disappointed with stucommunity and cons'!!!1er help programs
was told that the reason the class was so
open. This would require the services of
dent preparation. Most students felt that
that arose from the coneern for the legal
extraordinarily large was due to an ad.only two students to-supervise ..
there was inadequate time to prepare for
rights of the poor nave grown-considerministrative miscalculation. The self-class.
•
ably over the years into a well respected
The authors of this so-called self-study
..study should have addressed -this adStudents, in their questionnaire, were
asset to the school.
may
claim that there was all reasonable
ministrative
foul-up
and
recommended
found to be suffering from' many
- The consumer law clinics include the
effort made to discover the major proways to eliminate future mishaps.
maladies that affected their performance
Community Legal Clinic, Consumer
·blems of the- school. Such a claim does
in class. 74070 said that they suffered .from
Protection eenter, Consumer J:lELP,
W-hen space is so critical, there should
not comport
with the fact that the
a severe loss of interest in study. Another
Contact 4, and the D.C. Offtc~ .of
be greater attention paid to the possible
problems
here
mentioned.
are known to
851170claimed that fatigue is cutting their
Consumer
ProtectionOther clinics
ways to prevent and eliminate -further
the entire. law school community. If the
efficiency. 56% said job problems interinclude Clinic. in Environ~ental
Law,
»: crowding. Instead, the NLC has forced
technique for acquiring their information
fered with their studies.
D.C. Students In Court, Institute of Law
the first year students to endure further
was so inadequate, then the entire
The report recommended that the ABA~ and Aging,' Legal Activism, and The
crowding. This year, first year students
committee should have sought other
rule restricting full time law students to
National Center for the Law and the
enjoy the privilege of having the fixe secmeans of obtaining data.
working only 15 hours-a-week be strictly
Deaf.
.
tions redistributed into four - for the
enforced. To enforce the rule, the report
Other problems' cited in the report
The authors of this so-called self-study
Property and Constitutional Law classes.
recommends that the students be made
include the lack of space due to the·'
may claim that the presentation of these .
As a result, the students must [jght to
aware of the rule. Faculty should emphJsical plant, overly large classes, ~he
issues is not appropriate for a report to
retain a seat within shouting distance of
phasize that "employment is not acsmall size ~ the library book collectIOn.
assist the ABA in evaluating the National
the professor.
ceptabl.e as an excuse for inadequate class
and staff turn-over. The r~port sug~ests
Law Center. To 'make~ this claim is to
A pervasive yet invisible problem that
• preparation. The gove~nment and firms
that the space problems. WIll be partJall.y
engage in a form of intellectual dis'certainly deserves the fldl light of inshould be asked to cooperate.
solved by the completIon of the Umhonesty in an effort to gloss over the defivestigation is the interfacial relatiQnship
The report included a positive. and
versity Academic-Cluster, and the plans
ciencies of this law s5hool.
with the university. A university is a
inciteful critical evaluation 9f the currito extend ~art of the library.

M~re'Wade
(Continued

from page six)

Again still another 'issue Justice
Blackmun refuses to· recognize is the
father's right to a voice in the ..abortion
decision. This in spite of the fact that the
Court -has ruled in 'earlier cases that an
unwed father has a 14th Amendm~nt
right to a hearing in custody and adoptIon
proceedings
(e.g.,
Vander/anan
~.
Vanderlaan, 405 U.S. 1051 (1972). Is It

really that difficult (0 see tnat if the
mother who conceived the child is entitled
to an abortion and the father who begot
the child is denied the right to protect the.
life of his offspring, he is' discriminated
against-i~
short, denied'" the equal
protection of the law?
On and on Mr. Justice Blackmun's
opinion goes with the frightening incoherency of an absurdist novel. Yet it's
been seven years and the decision still

stands. Perhaps in the end it all comes
down to -this simple rephrasing. or
Pascal's
famous 'wager: If Justice
Blackmun and the pro-abortionists are
right then the banning of abortion
through a Supreme Court reversal of Roe
v. Wade or a constitutional-amendment
to the Cons'titution will inconvenience a
lot of women and in some cases increase
their suffering. The same can be said for
any number of wrong political decisions.

But if they are wrong and the pro-lifers
are right then our society stands accused
of having
unleased,
in Malcolm
Muggerridge's
-.yords a "humane
holocaust" .
A game of infinite importance con·
·cerning human dignity is being played out
revolving 9rincipally around Justice
Blackmuns 1973 opinion. Since we all
must wager, on whose side do you wish to
place your bet?
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Law Revue
Take Two
"Tll know it when I see it." Justice Potter "Potsie" Stewart
Justice Stewart didn't know it when he said it, but he was really
talking about this year's Law Revue Show..because you won't know
what everyone's talking about unless you see it for yourself. The one
and only performance will take. place Sunday.. February 10, in
Lisner Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Several normal-appearing students have, since August, been
giggling uncontrollably in their spare time; writing this musical
spoof on law school, lawyers, and GWU's finest, OUR LA W PR~
EESSORS. (Reliable sources. report that guffaws were heard as far
away as Dupont Circle on that last part.) The writers have been
joined by 50 actors, singers; and dancers from the first, second,
third, and yes, even fourth-year night" classes. This explains why.
your roommate has been tap-dancing; your boyfriend now sings
outside of the shower; and that girl sitting next to you in Contracts
has been giving one-liners whenever she gets called on.
. Tickets for this extravaganza will go on sale this week. Reserved
seating for the event is at the .unbeatable price of $2 a ticket. The
show will be at 8 p.m., Sunday, February 10, in Lisner Auditorium .
. (This landmark, especially important for potential May graduates, /
is located directly across the street from the Matvin Center.) Following the performance; the SBA will host a party for all cast crew, audience members and members of the general student body in the
Marvin Center Ballroom. No encores are scheduled for the party,
but "Potsi~will be there.
.

Help Out Your-Newspaper
.

.

,Wruejor
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Vanishing,Blackboards
going on in the law.
school,
So it becomes even more imAs you may have noticed, there
is now only one chalk board portant to remove clutter from
remaining in the first floor of bulletin boards. Signs not in the'
Stockton. Most of the remaining right place will be removed after
Jan. 25th. Remember, FOR
boards
have been removed
SALE, FOR RENT,' TYPING,
(because they were too messy?).
How will placement notify WANTED signs on the board by
students of jobs and interviews the H Street entrance of Bacon;
LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES,
and messages?
How will students receive mes- NON-LAW SCHOOL ACTIVITIES, MEETINGS, SPORTS
sages from other students?
How will beautifully painted on the . first floor landing of
walls and carpeted halls lead to· Stockton; SBA on second floor of
Stockton; COMMERCIAL, BAR
greater communication?
REVIEW on third floor landing
The overcrowded
bulletin
boards will simply become more of Stockton. Your cooperation
overcrowded .and ,. no one "will will be greatly appreciated.
know whatis

by Kay Bushman
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